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Macaulay local ring is studied when the depth of the associated graded ring

of the ideal is at least d - 1. In this case it is shown that the Hilbert func-

tion, Hilbert polynomial, and Hilbert coefficients are very well-behaved, while

examples of bad behavior are given when the depth condition is not satisfied.

Also, an interesting relationship between the reduction number and the Hilbert

coefficients is demonstrated. Later, these results are generalized to a wider class

of functions, especially one studied by Rees which involves the integral closure

of powers of an ideal. The last chapter deals with the unrelated topic of Bass

numbers of a finitely generated module over an arbitrary local ring. It is proved

that unmixed local rings of type two are Cohen-Macaulay, answering a question

posed by Costa, Huneke and Miller.



The theory of Hilbert functions originated almost 100 years ago in a land-

mark paper by David Hilbert, Uber die Theorie der algebraischen Formen [Hb].

In this treatise on invariant theory (out of which rose, among other results,

the "Hilbert Basis Theorem"), he proved that if I is a homogeneous ideal in

C[Xl, ... , xn], then dimcln coincides with a polynomial for n sufficiently large.

Here In denotes the set of homogeneous forms in I of degree n.

In 1951 Pierre Samuel [Sm] showed that Hilbert's result holds when C is

replaced by any Artinian local ring. Moreover, he proved that if (R, m) is a local

ring and I is an m-primary ideal, then the function H[(n) = )..(R/ In) (where

)..( ) denotes length) becomes a polynomial P[(n) for large n. The functions

H[(n) and P[(n) are the main objects of study in this thesis. Some researchers

refer to H[(n) as the "Hilbert-Samuel function of I." While this label is surely

justified, in the interest of brevity we will use the term "Hilbert function of I,"

which occurs just as frequently in the literature.

Samuel, following an approach begun by C. Chevalley [C] in 1943, used

the Hilbert polynomial p[( n) to study intersection multiplicities of algebraic

varieties. This direction was subsequently pursued by J .-P. Serre [Se], M. Nagata

[N], D. G. Northcott and D. Rees [N-R] and others. Since P[(n) takes on integer

values for all n E I, we may write

using well-known facts about numerical polynomials. Here d is the dimension

of the ring R and eo, ... , ed are integers. The first coefficient eo is what Samuel



referred to as the multiplicity of I and has been the subject of much research by

both algebraists and geometers. For example, Nagata [N] proved the following

fundamental result:

THEOREM. (Nagata) Let (R,m) be an unmixed local ring (i.e. dim Rip =

dim R for all p E Ass(R) wbere R is tbe completion of R). Tben eo(m) = 1 if

and only if R is regular.

Geometrically speaking, this theorem says that a point on an analytically

irreducible variety is nonsingular if and only if the multiplicity of its associ-

ated local ring is one (which of course is precisely what one would want in any

reasonable multiplicity theory).

However, eo is not the only Hilbert coefficient of geometric interest. The

arithmetic genus of I is defined to be

This has proved to be a very useful invariant in algebraic geometry. In fact, H.

Hironaka [Hk] has shown that the arithmetic genus of a nonsingular projective

variety over a field of characteristic zero is a birational invariant. So it seems

certain that the other coefficients must contain important information about the

ideal as well. A result along these lines involving el (1) was given by Northcott

[No] in the following theorem (see Chapter II for a proof):

THEOREM. (Nortbcott) If (R, m) is a Coben-Macaulay local ring and I is

an m-primary ideal, tben

The second statement says that in dimension one, the arithmetic genus of I

is always nonnegative. However, such nice properties do not hold in dimensions



two and higher. For instance, the arithmetic genus of an ideal may be negative

(Example 2.2) and the Hilbert coefficients ei for i 2: 3 may be negative as well

(Example 2.3). The major purpose of this thesis is to restore the nice behavior

one has in dimension one to higher dimensions, given some conditions on the

ideal I. The main result is summed up as follows (Theorem 2.4):

MAINTHEOREM. Let (R, m) be a Cohen-Macaulay local ring of dimension

d and I an m-primary ideal such that grade gr I( R)+ 2: d -1. Then for all n E Z

Several corollaries follow easily from this result. Most notably, we obtain

that all the Hilbert coefficients and the arithmetic genus of I are nonnegative

in this case (Corollary 2.9). Furthermore, we give a criterion for when ei = a
(i 2: 1) in terms of the reduction number of I, which is that ei = a if and only

if reI) :S i-I (Corollary 2.16).

It turns out that these properties hold for a much broader class of Hilbert

functions than the ones which we have defined so far. The most important

example is when R is analytically unramified and HI(n) = )'(Rlln), where J

denotes the integral closure of an arbitrary ideal J. The concept of the integral

closure of an ideal, which dates as far back as 1932 in a paper by H. Priifer

[P]' was used by Oscar Zariski [Z] in connection with complete linear systems

in algebraic geometry. It has since played a vital role in the work of both

algebraists and geometers. David Rees was especially active in using integral

closure while investigating problems in multiplicity theory. One particular result

of his, proved in [R4], demonstrates the connection between integral closure and

multiplicities:

THEOREM. (Rees) Let (R, m) be a quasi-unmixed local ring (i.e. dim Rip =

dim R for every minimal prime p of R) and I c J two m-primary ideals. Then

eo(I) = eo( J) if and only if! = J.



Thus the multiplicity of an ideal doesn't change as long as the ideal moves

inside its integral closure.

In another paper, Rees shows that if (R,m) is analytically unramified and

I an m-primary ideal then H J( n) coincides with a polynomial P J( n) for n suf-

ficiently large (see Proposition 3.1). In Chapter III, we give a different proof of

the Main Theorem which also holds for the function H J( n). Upon doing so, we

then routinely recover all of the corollaries which we derived in Chapter II. In

fact, much of the material in Chapter II is just a special case of the more general

set-up in the following chapter. However, as the treatment in Chapter II is very

natural and straightforward and serves as good starting point for the thesis, it

is kept as a distinct and separate chapter.

The proofs given in Chapter III depend on a modified Koszul complex which

we use to study the function f::ld(PJ(n) - HJ(n)). A variation of this complex

was also used by D. Kirby and H. Mehran [K-M] in connection with the Hilbert

functions of graded modules. In Chapter IV we examine this complex in greater

detail than in the previous chapter in the hope of relaxing the condition on grade

grJ(R)+, while preserving some of the desirable properties of PJ(n) and HJ(n)

we had obtained. Although we are unable to find a satisfactory replacement

for the assumption that grade grJ(R)+ ;:::d - 1, we do show that the homology

modules of the complex eventually vanish in degrees greater than zero (Theorem

4.6). A reasonable goal here would be to find conditions on the ideal I which

force the homology of the complex to vanish in a sufficiently "nice" way. (For

example, see Questions 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3.) One could then apply Proposition 3.2

in order to say something about f::ld(PJ(n) - HJ(n)).

In Chapter V we take an entirely different approach to the study of Hilbert

functions by bringing in the tools of local cohomology. The main problem with

this method is that in studying only the cohomological invariants of grJ(R), we

somehow lose the valuable fact that the ring R is Cohen-Macaulay, a fact which

is very crucial to the proofs of the previous chapters. However, we are able



to use some of the "Cohen-Macaulayness" of R to prove an interesting result

concerning the local cohomology of grI(R). This is done in Proposition 5.4 and

is the main result of this chapter. Using this proposition, we are able to relate

some of the invariants from the Hilbert function theory (e.g. the postulation

number) to cohomological invariants of grI(R) (Corollary 5.7).

The last chapter, which contains some applications of Paul Roberts' work

on dualizing complexes to the study of the Bass numbers of a finitely generated

module over a local ring, is independent from the rest of this thesis and can be

read separately. The main result, that unmixed local rings of injective type two

are Cohen-Macaulay (Theorem 6.11), is an extension of a theorem of D. Costa,

C. Huneke, and M. Miller in [C-H-M].

One of the aims in preparing this thesis was to be as complete as possi-

ble in treating these subjects, so that few references to outside literature would

be needed to follow the proofs. With this in mind, we have included an ap-

pendix containing many well-knownfacts and lemmas which are used implicitly

throughout Chapters II-V.

Finally, we end each chapter with a list of questions (sometimes stated

rather broadly) which, as far as we know, remain unsolved and may provide

stimulus for further research.



CHAPTER I

DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION

As a general rule, we will adopt the terminology and notation which is set

forth in most standard books on commutative algebra, such as [Mal], [Ma2],

or [A-M]. The list of definitions given here is by no means intended to be ex-

haustive. Rather, we define only the most important terms or those which occur

somewhat infrequently in the literature. We also establish in this chapter certain

conventions and notation which will be used throughout the thesis, particularly

Chapters II through V.

All rings are assumed to be commutative, associative and containing an

identity element. Bya local ring (R,m), we mean a Noetherian ring R which

possesses a unique maximal ideal m. A local ring (R, m) is said to be analytically

unramified if its completion with respect to the m-adic topology contains no

nilpotent elements.

If R is a ring and N ~ Mare R-modules, the symbol (N :R M) will denote

the ideal of R consisting of the elements {x E RlxM ~ N}. This ideal will

also be denoted by annRM/N. By dim M, we mean the dimension of the ring

R/annRM.

If (R, m) is a local ring and M is an R-module, then M is said to be Cohen-

Macaulay (abbreviated C-M) provided depthmM = dim M. Throughout this

thesis, we will use the notation >"R(M) (or simply >..(M)) to denote the length of

M as an R-module. If I is an m-primary ideal (i.e., VI = m), then the Hilbert

function of I, denoted HJ(n), is defined by HJ(n) = >..(R/In) for all n E 1.

Here we adopt the convention that In = R for n ::; o. Thus, HJ(n) = 0 for



n ::; O. Samuel [Sa] has shown that for n sufficiently large HI(n) coincides with

a polynomial P1(n), called the Hilbert polynomial of I, which has coefficients in

Q and is of degree d = dim R. A proof of this fact is given in [Mal] or [A-M].
Since PI(n) : 1 -+ 1, there exists unique integers ei = ei(I) for 0 ::; i ::;d such

that

for all n E 1. The integers eo, ... , ed are called the Hilbert coefficients of I. The

postulation number of I, n(I), is defined to be min{n E 1IP1(k) = H1(k) for k >
n}. The coefficient eo(I), commonly referred to as the multiplicity of I, is

sometimes written as eI(R) or e(I; R). We will assume the reader is familiar

with the basic facts concerning multiplicity theory. The standard reference is

[Se]. Perhaps the property we will use most frequently about multiplicity is that

if R is C-M and I = (Xl, ... , Xd) is an ideal generated by a system of parameters,

then eo (I) = >"( R/ I). In this case, it easily follows that el (I) = ... = ed(I) = O.

Let f( n) : 1. -+ 1. be an integer valued function. Then we can define the

first difference function of f, denoted b.l(f), by b.l(f)(n) = f(n + 1) - f(n) for

all n E 1. By abuse of notation, we usually write b.l(f(n)) instead of b.l(f)(n).

Inductively, we define the ith difference function of f by b.i(f) = b.i-l(b.l(f)).

Let I be an ideal in a ring R. Then the associated graded ring of I, grI(R),

is defined to be the ring EB In / In+l. In general, when S = EB Sn is a non-
n~O n~O

negatively graded ring, we let S+ denote the ideal EB Sn' If R is Noetherian
n>l

then gr I( R) is also Noetherian and of the same dimension as R. In this case,

we let ,(I) denote grade gr I( R)+. In Chapters II and III, the Hilbert function

of I is studied when ,(I) 2: d - 1, where d = dim R.

If (R, m) is local, then n In = O. Hence for any X E R there exists a
n>O

unique integer k E 1 such that X E Ik \ Ik+l. In this case, we let x* denote the

image of X in Ik /Ik+l ~ grI(R). If J is a homogeneous ideal in a graded ring

S = EB Sn, then In will denote the So-module J n Sn'
n>O



An element x E R is said to be superficial for I if x E I \ 12 and

(0 :a x*)n = 0 for n sufficiently large, where G = gr](R). Section A.2 of the

Appendix summarizes the basic properties and existence theorems of superficial

elements.

An element x E R is said to be integral over I if there exists an equation of

the form

such that ai E Ii for 1 ~ i ~n. The set of all elements in R which are integral

over I forms an ideal, denoted I, called the integral closure of I. If one considers

the Rees ring of I, R(I) = EBIntn, then the integral closure of R(I) in the ring
n>O

R[t] is EB Intn.
n>O

A reduction of an ideal I in a Noetherian ring R is an ideal J ~ I such

that J In = In+l for some n 2: O. A minimal reduction of I is a reduction which

does not properly contain another reduction of I. If J is a minimal reduction

of I, then the reduction number of I with respect to J, denoted r J(I), is the

integer min{n E IIJ In = In+l}. The reduction number of I, r(I), is defined to

be min{r J(I)IJ is a minimal reduction of I}. In general, the reduction number

of an ideal is not independent of the minimal reduction chosen for I. However,

S. Huckaba [Hu] has shown that r J(I) = r(I) for every minimal reduction J of

I provided ,(I) 2: d - 1 (where d = dim R).

If (R, m) is a C-M local ring and I an m-primary ideal, then a useful theorem

of D. Rees [R4] says that the following conditions are equivalent for an ideal

2) Ie J.

3) eo(I) = eo( J).



denoted £(I), is defined to be the dimension of the ring EB In ImIn. For an
n>O

m-primary ideal I it is easy to see that £(1) = dim R. Furthermore, if Rim

is infinite, then any minimal reduction J of I is generated minimally by £(I)

elements. For the proof of this fact and other results concerning reductions of

ideals, we refer the reader to [N-R].



CHAPTER II

THE HILBERT FUNCTION AND REDUCTION NUMBER

OF AN m-PRIMARY IDEAL

In this chapter we will investigate the behavior of the Hilbert function and

the Hilbert polynomial of an m-primary ideal in ad-dimensional C-M local

ring (R, m) in the case that ,(I) ~ d - 1. Recall from Chapter I that ,(I) =

grade grJ(R)+. The results in this chapter in a sense characterize the best

possible behavior one could expect from PJ(n) and HJ(n). That is to say,

the behavior of PJ(n) and HJ(n) in the case ,(I) ~ d - 1 mimics the nice

situation one has in dimension one. A good starting point for this chapter is

to summarize the results in dimension one and see how these might extend to

higher dimensions. Most of the work in this case was done by D. G. Northcott

and can be found in [No].

THEOREM 2.1. (Northcott) Let (R, m) be a one-dimensional C-M local ring

and I an m-primary ideal. Write PJ( n) = eon - el' Then

(2) )"(RII)~eo-el'

(3) PJ(n + 1) - HJ(n + 1) ~ PJ(n) - HJ(n) for all n.

The proof is not hard and since it represents the base case of many of our

subsequent theorems, we reproduce it here.

Proof: Without loss of generality, we may assume the residue field Rim is

infinite by passing to the ring R(X) = R[X]mR[X] if necessary (d. section A.1 of



the Appendix). Thus any minimal reduction J of I is generated by a non zero-

divisor. Let (x) be such a reduction. Then eo(I) = eo ((x)) = >..(R/(x)). We first

note that statement (3) implies statements (1) and (2). Since P1(n) = H1(n)

for n sufficiently large, statement (3) implies that P1( n) - H I( n) ::; 0 for all n.

By setting n = 1 we obtain statement (2). Now

el ~ eo - >..(R/I) = >"(R/(x)) - >..(R/ I)

= >..(I/(x)) ~ 0

which gives (1). To prove (3), first note that >..(R/xIn) ~ >..(R/ In+1) for all n.

Thus

P1(n + 1) - H1(n + 1) = (n + l)eo - el - >..(R/In+1
)

~ neo - el + >..(R/(x)) - >"(R/(xIn))

= neo - el - >..((x)/xIn)

= neo - el - >..(R/ In)

= P1(n) - HI(n). D

In fact, Northcott shows that statements (1) and (2) hold in any dimension

d (with "parameter" in (1) replaced by "system of parameters"). He does this

by reducing to the dimension one case through the use of superficial elements.

One is then led to ask what could be expected to happen in dimension two.

Could a result similar to statement (3) be true? Unfortunately no, as the next

example demonstrates.

Example 2.2: Let R = k[[x, y]] where k is a field. Let I be the ideal

(x7,x2y5,x5y2,y7). Then by direct computation we obtain

(
n+1)P1(n) =49 2 -21n+4.



Also, HI(I) = 33, HI(2) = 111, HI(3) = 237 and HI(4) = 410. Hence

PI(O) - HI(O) = 4

PI(I) - HI(I) = -1

PI(2) - HI(2) = -2

PI(3) - HI(3) = -2

PI(4) - HI(4) = O.

It appears there is no simple relationship among the values of PI(n) -

HI(n). We should note here that the computations for this example (and most

of the other examples in this thesis) were carried out on the computer program

"Macaulay", written by David Bayer and Michael Stillman. Using this handy

program, one can compute the Hilbert function of a homogeneous ideal in a

graded ring, and from there one can easily find the Hilbert polynomial.

Notice in Example 2.2 that despite the apparent bad behavior of the Hilbert

function, e2(I) = 4 ~ o. Thus, one might still hope that e2 is always non-

negative even if we don't have PI( n) - H I( n) ~ 0 for all n. This indeed turns

out to be the case and the first one to give a proof was M. Narita in his paper

[Na]. However, this fact is in some sense an anomaly and every proof always

seems to use an ad hoc technique. We will give a proof of this result shortly;

however the following example shows that we cannot expect this to be true of

all the Hilbert coefficients.

Example 2.3: Let R = k[[x, y, z]] where k is a field and let

1= (x3, y3, z3, x2y, xy2, yz2, xyz). Then we obtain (again using "Macaulay")

(
n+2) (n+l)PI(n) =27 3 -18 2 +4n+l

Obviously then, a statement similar in style and strength to Theorem 1.1

(particularly statement (3)) is not going to hold in higher dimensions. However,



we will isolate a class of ideals for which such statements are true, namely the

class of ideals in d-dimensional C-M local rings such that 'Y(1) ;:::d - 1.

THEOREM2.4. Let (R, m) be ad-dimensional C - M local ring and 1an

m-primary ideal such that 'Y(1) ;:::d - 1. Then for 0 ::; i ::;d and for all n E I

Proof: As always, we may assume the residue field Rim is infinite by pass-

ing to the ring R( X), if necessary. Here one should note that 'Y(1R) = 'Y(1R( X))

while H[(n) and P[(n) remain unchanged (see section A.1 of the Appendix).

We first note that it suffices to prove the case i = d. To see this, let

f(n) = P[(n) - H[(n). Suppose we have (-l)d-i~i(J(n)) ;::: 0 for all nand

some i > O. Then

for all n. However, f(n) = 0 for n sufficiently large so (_l)d-i~i-l(J(n)) = 0

for n sufficiently large. Now clearly if g( n) = 0 for n sufficiently large and

~ 1(g( n)) ;:::0 for all n then g( n) ::; 0 for all n. Thus from (*) we see that

(_l)d-i~i-l(J(n)) ::; 0 for all n,

d = 1: ~l(P[(n) - H[(n)) = (P[(n + 1) - H[(n + 1)) - (P[(n) - H[(n)) ;:::0

by Theorem 2.1.



d > 1: Since ,(I) > 0, there is a regular element in grJ(R)+ and since

Rim is infinite we can assume this element lies in degree one. Thus we have

x E 1\ 12 such that x* ( the image of x in I I 12 ~ gr J( R)) is a non zero-divisor

in grJ(R). This obviously implies that x is a non zero-divisor in R since R is

local. Let J = II(x) and S = RI(x). Then S is a (d - I)-dimensional C-M

local ring. Furthermore, since (In : x) = In-l for all n, (In, X )/(In+\ x) rv

In l(In+l + xIn-l) so gr J(S) rv grJ(R)/(x*). Hence ,(J) ~ d - 2 and so by

induction we get 6,.d-l(PJ(n) - HJ(n)) > 0 for all n. Now from the exact

HJ(n) = >"(SIJn)

= >"(RI(In, x))

= >.. (In : x I In)

= >..(In-1 I In)

= >..(RlIn) _ >"(RlIn-1)

= HJ(n) - HJ(n - 1) for all n.

6,.d(PJ(n) - HJ(n)) = 6,.d-l(6,.l(PJ(n) - HJ(n)))

= 6,.d-l(PJ(n -1) - HJ(n - 1)) ~ 0

As we shall see in the corollaries below, this theorem implies some remark-

ably nice properties of PJ(n), HJ(n) and the coefficients ei(I). The first corollary

deals with n( I) in the case ,(I) ~ d - 1.



COROLLARY 2.5. Let (R, m) be ad-dimensional C-M local ring and I an

m-primary ideal such that 'Y(I) ~ d-I. Suppose PJ(k) = HJ(k) for some k E l.

Then PJ(n) = HJ(n) for all n ~ k.

for all n ~ k. Thus if PJ(k) - HJ(k) = 0 then PJ(n) - HJ(n) = 0 for all n ~ k.

D

(a) Ifn(I) < -i then ej = 0 for j ~d- i.

(b) If 'Y(I) ~ d - 1 then the converse of (a) is true.

Proof: Part (a) follows from substituting the equations PJU) = 0 for

-1, ::; j ::;0 into the formula for PJ(n). For part (b), note that ej = 0 for

j ~d - i gives PJ( -i) = O. Corollary 2.5 then gives n(I) < -i. D



Example 2.7: Let R = k[[x, y]] where k is a field and let I = (x7, x6y, xy6, y7).

Then P[(n) = 49 (n~l) - 21n. Thus e2 = 0 but >..(R/I) = 38 and P[(l) = 28

so n(I) ~ 1. D

Before proceeding to the next corollary we need to know how n( I) relates

to n(I/(x)) where x* is a non zero-divisor in gr[(R). This is the subject of the

following lemma.

LEMMA 2.8. Let (R, m) be a local ring and I an m-primary ideal. Suppose

x E I\12 and x* is a non zero-divisor in gr[(R). Let S = R/(x) and J = I/(x).

Then

Proof: Recall from the proof of Theorem 2.4 that H J( n) =

H[(n)-H[(n-1) and PJ(n) = P[(n)-P[(n-1) for all n. Clearly then HJ(n) =

PJ(n) for n > n(I) + 1 so n(J) ::;n(I) + 1. But if HJ(n(I) + 1) = PJ(n(I) + 1)

then P[(n(I)) = HJ(n(I)), a contradiction. Hence n(J) = n(I) + 1. D

The next corollary shows that in the case ,( I) ~ d - 1 we can obtain

results in higher dimensions which are similar to those true for d = 1 (as found

in Theorem 2.1).

COROLLARY 2.9. Let (R, m) be ad-dimensional C-M local ring and I an

m-primary ideal such that ,( I) ~ d -1. Let eo, ... , ed be the Hilbert coefEcients

of I. Then for 0 ::; i ::;d

(1) ei ~ o.
(2) (-l)i(eo - el + ... + (-l)iei - >..(R/1)) ~ o.

Proof: Recall that if Yl, ... , Yk is a superficial sequence for I, then ei(I) =

ei(J) for 0 ::; i ::;d - k and ei(J) = 0 for d - k < i ::;d, where J =



I/(YI, ... ,Yk) ~ S = R/(YI, ... ,Yk). See Section A.2 of the appendix for a

proof of this fact. It is clear from the definitions that if Xl, ... , Xk E 1\12

is such that xL ... , xk form a gr I( R)-sequence, then Xl, ... , X k is a superficial

sequence for I.

To prove statement (1), note that eo is always positive so we may assume

i ~ 1. As always, we can assume the residue field is infinite without any loss of

generality. Since ,(I) ~ d-1, there exist elements Xl, ... , Xd-l E 1\12such that

xr, ... ,xd-l form a regular sequence in grI(R). Let J = I/(XI' ... ,xd-d and

S = R/(XI, ... , xd-d. Then as Xl, ... , xd-i also forms a regular sequence in R,

S is an i-dimensional C - M local ring and ei(J) = ei(I) by the remarks above.

Furthermore, as grJ(S) rv grI(R)/(xr, ... ,xd_I), ,(J) ~ i-I. Consequently,

we can reduce the problem to the case i = d; i.e., it is enough to show that the

last coefficient is non-negative. But by Theorem 2.4, (-I)d(PI(O) - HI(O)) ~ 0

so (-I?ded ~ 0 and hence ed ~ O.

For the second statement, we first note that the statement is trivial for

~ 0 so we may again assume i ~ 1. Also, we may use the same argument

as above to reduce to the case i = d, this time noting that >"(S/ J) = >..(R/ I).

But by Theorem 2.4 we have (-I)d(PI(I) - HI(I)) ~ 0 so (-I)d(eo - el + ... +
(-I)ded - >..(R/ I)) ~ O. 0

In comparing Corollary 2.9 to Theorem 2.1, one is naturally led to ask what

are necessary and sufficient conditions for ei to be equal to zero. We will answer

this question shortly, but the proof will be facilitated by the followingcorollary,

which says that if one of the coefficients is zero then all the higher coefficients

are zero as well.

COROLLARY2.10. Let (R, m) be ad-dimensional C-M local ring and I an

m-primary ideal such that ,(I) ~ d-1. Let eo, ... , ed be the Hilbert coefEcients

of I and suppose ei = 0 for some 1 :s; i :s; d - 1. Then ej = 0 for i :s; j :s; d.



we can assume that i = d-1. Since eo > 0, we must have that d > 1 so ,(I) > O.

Thus, there exists x E 1\12 such that x* is a non zero-divisor in grI(R). Let

J = 1/(x) and S = R/(x). Then S is a d - 1 dimensional C-M local ring and

,(J) 2 d-2. Since ed-l(J) = ed-l(I) = 0 we have that PJ(O) = 0 = HJ(O). By

Corollary 2.5, n(J)::; -1. From Lemma 2.8 we get that n(1) = n(J) -1::; -2.

Using Remark 2.6 we see that ed = O. 0

Once again, Corollary 2.10 demonstrates a phenomenon that does not al-

ways occur in general, as witnessed by the following example. (Compare with

Example 2.7).

Example 2.11: Let R = k[[x, y, z]] where k is a field and let

I - (x 7 x6y xy6 y7 z) Then- , , , , .

(n+2) (n+1)P1(n) = 49 3 - 21 2 + 35.

If R is two-dimensional then Corollary 2.10 says that e2(I) 2 0 provided

,(I) 2 1. However, Narita has shown in [Na] that e2(1) 2 0 without any

assumption on grI(R). We can recover this result by noticing that we can

replace I by a power of I in order to obtain a non zero-divisor in grI(R).

LEMMA 2.12. Let (R, m) be a C-M local ring of dimension d and I an

m-primary ideal. Then

(1) ed(I) = ed(Ik) for k 2 1.

(2) ,(Ik) 2 1 for k sufficiently large.



For (2), we can assume Rim is infinite as I(I) = I(IR(X)). Hence there

exists an element x E I \ P which is superficial for I and so we can find an

N E N+ such that (In : x) = In-l for n ~ N. If k ~ N then (Ikn : xk) = Ik(n-l)

for all n ~ 1, which means (xk)* is a non zero-divisor in gr[k(R). D

COROLLARY 2.13. (Narita). Let (R, m) be ad-dimensional (d ~ 2) C - M

local ring and I an m-primary ideal. Then e2(I) ~ o.

Proof: As in the proof of Corollary 2.9, we can reduce to the case when

d = 2. Choose k ~ 0 so that l(Ik) ~ 1, using Lemma 2.12. By Corollary 2.9,

we get e2(I) = e2(Ik) ~ O. D

To find a criterion for when ei = 0 we need to use the concept of the

reduction number of an ideal. Recall from Chapter I that if J is a minimal

reduction of I

r J(I) = min{n ~ OIJln = In+1
}

If I is m-primary and the residue field Rim is infinite (which will be assumed for

the remainder of this chapter), then any minimal reduction of I is generated by a

system of parameters. One way to restate Northcott's criterion for el (Theorem

2.1) is that el (I) = 0 if and only if I has reduction number zero. In fact, Narita

has shown in [Na] that if R is two-dimensional then e2 (I) = 0 if and only if large

powers of I have reduction number one. Our goal will be to extend these results

to dimension d under the condition I(I) ~ d - 1. We first need a lemma due

to S. Huckaba ([Hu, Lemma 1.1]). We reproduce the proof here for the readers'



LEMMA2.14. Let (R, m) be a local ring and I an ideal. Suppose J is a

minimal reduction of I and there exists an x E J \ 12 such that x* is a non

zero-divisor in grJ(R). Then

Proof: Let "-,, denote the canonical homomorphism from R to R/(x).

Let r = r J(I) and s = r J(I). Clearly s ~ r. Now let y E p+1. Then fJ E J T
so y = a + bx where a E JP. Now bx E Is+1 so b E (Is+l : x) = IS as x* is a

non zero-divisor in grJ(R). Hence bx E JP so y E JIs. Therefore s 2 r. D

The main result linking the reduction number of I with the Hilbert function

of I is given by the following theorem:

THEOREM 2.15. Let (R, m) be ad-dimensional C - M local ring with

infinite residue field. Let I be an m-primary ideal such that ,(I) 2 d - 1. Then

d = 1: Let r = reI) and k = n(I) and let (x) be a reduction of I. Since

xrr = rr+1, we get In = xn-rIr for n 2 r. Thus for n 2 r

A(R/ In) = A(R/xn-r rr)

= A(R/(xn-r)) + A((Xn-r)/xn-r r)

= A(R/(xn-r)) + A(R/ r)

= (n - r)A(R/(x)) + A(R/r)

= PJ(n).

A(R/Ik+1
) = (k + l)A(R/(x)) - el



>"(Rjlk+2) = (k + 2)>..(Rj(x)) - >..(Ik+l j(Xk+I))

= >"(Rj(Xk+2)) _ >..(xlk+l j(Xk+2))

= >"(Rjxlk+l)

d> 1: Let J be a minimal reduction of I. Then by Proposition A.2.5 in the

Appendix we can assume J = (Xl, ... , Xd) with xi, ... , Xd-l forming a grI(R)-

sequence. Let "-,, denote the canonical homomorphism from R to Rj(xI).

Since ,(I) 2:: d - 2 and R is a (d - 1)-dimensional C - M local ring, we have by

induction

We remark here that A. Ooishi has proved this theorem in the case when

d = 1 ([01, Proposition 4.10]) and J. Sally has proved it in the case I = m ([Sa,

Proposition 3]). In [T], N. Trung relates r(I) to the Castelnuovo regularity of

grI(R) (see also Chapter V in this regard).

Note from the proof of Theorem 2.15 that r( I) is independent of the minimal

reduction chosen for I. This is not always the case, but Huckaba has shown this

fact in the case ,(I) 2:: d - 1 in [Hu, Theorem 2.1]. As a corollary of Theorem

2.15 we obtain a criterion for the Hilbert coefficients to be equal to zero.

COROLLARY 2.16. Let (R, m) be a C-M local ring of dimension d and I an

m-primary ideal such that ,(I) 2:: d - 1. Then for 1 :::;i :::;d

(1) ei = 0 if and only ifr(I) :::;i - 1.

(2) r(I) = max{ilei(I) =I O} ifn(I) :::;O.



Proof: For part (1), we know from Theorem 2.15 that r(I) :::;i - 1 if and

only if n(I) < i-d. But by Remark 2.6 and Corollary 2.19, n(I) < i - d if and

only if ei(I) = O. The second part follows easily from the first. 0

Much of this thesis was inspired by a result of C. Huneke ([H, Theorem

2.1]) which states that if R is ad-dimensional C-M local ring and I an m-

primary ideal, then >.( R/ I) = eo - el if and only if r(I) :::;1. (This was also

proved independently by Ooishi in [02]). Below, we give an example of how this

result can be applied to symbolic powers of height two primes in a 3-dimensional

regular local ring. The method is derived in no small way from the proof of [H,

Theorem 3.1]. Recall that if p E Spec(R), pCn) = pn Rp n Rand .e(p(n») denotes

the analytic spread of pCn) (as defined in Chapter I).

PROPOSITION 2.17. Let (R, m) be a 3-dimensional regular local ring with

an infinite residue field. Let p be a height two prime such that p(kn) = pCk)n for

some k ~ 1 and all n ~ 1. Then r(pCk») :::;1.

Proof: Let x E m \p, S = R/(x) and I = (pCk),x)/(x). Then S is a 2-

dimensional C-M local ring with infinite residue field and I is primary to the

maximal ideal of S. Now



eo(I) - el(1) and so by [H, Theorem 2.1], r(1) ~ 1.

Now by Burch's inequality ([BuD,

f(p(k») ~ dim R - min{depth R/p(kn)} = 2.
n

Since f(p(k») 2:: ht p(k), f(p(k») = 2. Let (J,g) be a minimal reduction of p(k).

Then (J, g)5 is a minimal reduction of I. Since r(I) ~ 1, 12 = (J, g)1, and

p(2k) C (J, g)p(k) + xp(2k).

and therefore r(p(k») ~ 1. 0

Ideally, one would like to generalize this result to higher dimensions, but

to do so, one first needs to generalize [H, Theorem 2.1] to the higher Hilbert

coefficients. The following corollary is an attempt to do so, but whether or not

it can be applied in the same manner as in Proposition 2.17 is unclear since the

corollary requires information about grI(R).

COROLLARY 2.18. Let (R, m) be ad-dimensional C-M local ring with an

innnite residue neld and I an m-primary ideal such that ,(I) 2:: d - 1. Suppose

Then r( I) = i, H I( n) = P1( n) for all n 2:: 1 and ei+l = ... = ed = O. Conversely,

ifr(1) = i ~d then A(R/1) = eo - el + ... + (-l)iei and ei =I O.

Proof: Suppose A(R/1) = eo - el + ... (-l)iei and ei =I O. If i = 0 then

I is generated by a system of parameters and so the conclusion holds. Assume



i ~ 1. As ,(I) ~ d-1 we can choose Xl, ,Xd-i E 1\12 such that xi', ,xd-i
form a grI(R)-sequence. Let J = 1/(XI, ,Xd-i) and S = R/(XI, ,Xd-i).

Then S is an i-dimensional C-M local ring, ,(J) ~ i-I and ej(J) = ej(I) for

o ::; j ::;i. Also

so n( J) ::; 0 by Corollary 2.5. But n( J) ~ 0 since ei =1= O. By Lemma 2.8 (and

induction) n( J) = n(I) + d - i so n(I) = i-d. Then Theorem 2.15 gives that

r(I) = n(I) + d = i. Furthermore, by Corollary 2.16 ei+l = ... = ed = 0 and

P1(n) = HI(n) for all n ~ 1 as n(1) ::;O.

Conversely, suppose r( I) = i ::; d. Then n( I) = i - d ::;0 and so again by

Corollary 2.16 ei+l = ... = ed = O. Hence >..(R/1) = P1(1) = eo - el + ... +
(-I)iei. 0

Since Huneke's result holds without any assumption on gn(R), one might

hope that Corollary 2.18 holds without the condition on ,(I). This possibility

begins to seem unlikely upon considering the fact that r(I) ::; 1 forces ,(I) = d

(see [V]). And indeed, if one takes the ideal of Example 2.3, then we have

>..(R/I) = eo - el + e2 - e3 (e3 =1= 0) but r(I) = 2.

In the last part of this chapter we wish to study the reduction number of

powers of an ideal I. We first need a lemma, proved by P. Valabrega and G.

Valla in [V-V], to show ,(Ik) ~ ,(I) for all k ~ 1.

LEMMA 2.19. (Valabrega- Valla) Let (R, m) be a local ring and I an ideal.

Let Xl, ... , Xs E 1k \ 1k+l. Then xi', ... , x: is a grI(R)-sequence if and only if

Xl, ... , Xs is an R-sequence and 1kp n (Xl, ... , Xs) = 1k(p-l) (Xl, ... , Xs) for all

p ~ 1.

Proof: We will proceed by induction on s. The case s = 1 being trivial, we

will assume that s > 1. Suppose first that xi', ... , x: is a gr I(R)-sequence. Let



Jkp n (- - ) - Jk(P-I)(- - )X2, ... ,Xs - X2,···,Xs

for all p ~ 1. Therefore Xl, ... , X s is an R-sequence. Suppose now that rl Xl +
... + rsxs E ]kp for some p ~ 1. Then T2X2 + ... + TsXs E Jkp so there exist

t2, ... , ts E ]k(p-l) such that T2X2 + ... + TsXs = t2x2 + ... + tsXs. Thus there

exists t E R such that

Conversely, suppose Xl, ... , Xs is an R-sequence and ]kp n (Xl, ... , Xs)

]k(p-I)(XI, ... , xs) for p ~ 1. If we show

]kp n ( ) - ]k(P-I)( )Xl, .. ·, Xs-I - XI, ... , Xs-I

for p ~ 1, then by induction on s, xi, ... , X;_l is a grI(R)-sequence. And then

by the case when s = 1, x; is a non zero-divisor on grI(R)j(xi, ... , x:_I) and

we would be finished. We will prove (*) by induction on p. The case p = 1 is



again trivial so assume p > 1. Suppose rlxl + ... ,rs-lxs-l E [kP. Then there

exists elements tl, ... , ts E [k(p-l) such that

But then tsxs E (xl, ... ,xs-d so ts E (xl, ... ,xs-d as Xl, ... ,Xs IS an R-

sequence. By induction on p,

t ( ) n [k(p-l) - [k(p-2) ( )sE Xl, .. ·,Xs-l - Xl, .. ·,Xs-l·

LEMMA 2.20. Let (R, m) be a local ring with innnite residue neld and [

an ideal. Then ,( [k) :2: ,(I) for k :2: 1.

Proof: Let Xl, , Xs E [\ [2 such that xi, ... , x: is a gr [(R)-sequence.

Of course then (xi)k, , (x:)k is also a gr[(R)-sequence. It is easily checked

that (xnk = (xf)* for i = 1, , s so (xn*, ... , (x~)* is a gr[(R)-sequence. By

Lemma 2.19, we have that xt, , x~ is an R-sequence and

so this same lemma implies that (xt)*, ... , (x~)* is a gr[k(R)-sequence. 0

We now show that if ,( I) :2: d -1 then the reduction number of large powers

of [ depends solely on the last Hilbert coefficient. In the statement of the next

corollary, if x is a real number we let [x] denote the greatest integer part of x

and Ixl the absolute value of x.



COROLLARY 2.21. Let (R, m) be ad-dimensional C-M local ring with in-

finite residue field and I an m-primary ideal such that ,(I) 2:: d - 1. Then for

k2::1

(1) n(Ik) = [n1I)].

(2) r(Ik) = [n1J)] + d.

{
d,

(3) r(In) =
d-1,

if ed(I) =1= 0 and n > n(I).

if ed(I) = 0 and n 2:: In(I)I.

Proof: For statement (1), first note that PJk(n) = PJ(kn) and HJk(n) =

HJ(kn) for all n and all k 2:: 1. Let t = [nv)]. If n > t, then kn > n(I) so

Hence n(Ik) :::;t. Now suppose PJk(t) = HJk(t). Then PJ(kt) = HJ(kt) so

kt > n( I) and hence t > n1I), a contradiction. Thus n( Ik) = t.

Statement (2) merely follows from statement (1), Lemma 2.20 and Theorem

For the last statement, first suppose ed( I) =1= O. Then obviously n( I) 2:: O.

Hence if n > n(I) we must have n(In) = 0 by part (1). Part (2) then gives

r(In) = d.

If ed(I) = 0 then by Remark 2.6 n(I) < O. Thus if n 2:: In(I)1 we must have

that n(In) = -1 by part (1). Part (2) then gives r(In) = d - 1.0

Question 2.1. Let (R, m) be a C-M local ring with infinite residue field and

I an m-primary ideaL Is it always the case that r(I) :::;n(I) + d?

Question 2.2. Let (R, m) be a C-M local ring with infinite residue field and

I an m-primary ideaL Does there always exist a minimal reduction J of I such



Question 2.3. Let (R, m) be a C-M local ring and I an m-primary ideal.

Suppose PJ(k) = HJ(k) for some k ~ 1. Then is necessarily n(I) < k?

Question 2.4. What are necessary and sufficient conditions on the (d + 1)-

tuple of integers (eo, ... , ed) such that these exists a C-M local ring (R, m) and

an m-primary ideal Ie R with ei(I) = ei for 0 :::;:i :::;:d?



CHAPTER III
HILBERT FUNCTIONS OF I-FILTRATIONS

Let (R, m) be ad-dimensional C-M analytically unramified local ring and

I an m-primary ideal. Let J denote the integral closure of an ideal J (d.

Chapter I). D. Rees ([R2, Theorem 1.1]) has shown that H[(n) = >..(R/ln) is a

polynomial, P[(n), of degree d and with coefficients in Q. (See Proposition 3.1

for a proof of this fact). As before, we can write

where ei = ei(I) E I. We also let gr [(R) denote the ring ffiln /In+l and ;:Y(I) the

grade of gr[(R)+. In this chapter we wish to prove results concerning H[(n),

P[(n) and the ei(I) which are analogous to those in Chapter II. However, one

obstacle we have to avoid is that upon making the passage from R to R/(x),

an ideal does not necessarily remain integrally closed. Also, R/ (x) does not

necessarily remain analytically unramified. One way we will circumvent these

problems is by finding a new proof of Theorem 2.4 which does not use induction.

More importantly though, we will broaden our class of Hilbert functions to

include not just powers of I, but I-filtrations. Assume for the moment that

(R, m) is an arbitrary local ring and I an m-primary ideal. Then a sequence of

ideals 2(= {In}nEZ is called an I-filtration if for all n,m E I

2) 1m, In ~ Im+n

3) In ~ In.



we let grr.J.(R) denote the graded ring EB In/ln+l (note that condition 3 implies
n~O

that In = R for n :::;0). The I-filtration 2t is called admissible if in addition

to properties 1), 2), and 3), there exists kEN such that In C In-k for all n.

We remark here that if R is analytically unramified then the I-filtration {In}

is admissible by a theorem of D. Rees [Rl]. (See Theorem A.1.4). The Hilbert

function of 2t is defined by

The fact that Hr.J.(n) is a polynomial for n sufficiently large when 2t is an admis-

sible I-filtration follows from the next proposition:

PROPOSITION 3.1. Let (R, m) be a d-dimensionallocal ring, I an m-primary

ideal, and 2t = {In} an admissible I-filtration. Then

3) >.(R/ In) is a polynomial, Pr.J.(n),for n sufficiently large of degree d with

coefficients in Q. Furthermore, Pr.J.(n) and P1(n) have the same leading

coefficient.

R(2t) = E9 ReI E9 RtO E9 lIt E9 12e E9 ...

R( I) = E9 Rt -1 E9 RtO E9 It E9 12 t2 E9 ...•

Since In C In-k for some kEN and all n E I, we have R(2t) ~ R(I)tk. As

R(I) = R[It, rl] is Noetherian, R(2t) is a finite R(I)-module. Thus grr.J.(R) rv

R(2t)/rl R(2t) is finite as a module over grI(R) rv R(I)/rl R(I). Since R(I) '-7

R(2t) is a finite ring extension, R(2t) is integral over R(I) and hence dim R(2t) =

dim R(I). It is a well-known fact that dim R(I) = d + 1. Now rl is not a



unit in R(21). Otherwise, h = R and so In = R for all n ~ 1, contradicting

the admissibility axiom. Therefore, N = (Cl, m, EEl In) is a maximal ideal in
n~l

This proves (2).

By applying [MI, Theorem 14], we see that >..(In/ In+d is a polynomial

with coefficients in Q for n sufficiently large and therefore so is >"(R/ In). The

fact that this polynomial is of degree d and has the same leading coefficient as

PI( n) follows easily from the inequalities

Proposition 3.1 tells us that eo(I) = eo (21). Since gr~(R) is a Noetherian ring

(when 2l is admissible), we can let ,(21) denote grade gr~(R)+.

Now assume R/m is infinite and let (Xl, ... , Xd) be a minimal reduction of

I and let 2l = {In} be an admissible I-filtration. Consider the Koszul complex

1/;d-l (d)~R d-l
1/;0

---) R ---) O.



Recall that by definition of the Koszul complex, im 'l/Ji ~ (Xl' ... ' Xd)R(~). As

(Xl' ... , xd)In C In+l for all n, 'l/Ji(InR C~J)~In+IR (~). Therefore, for all

n there is an induced map <Pi: (R/In)C~I) -+ (R/In+d(~) such that the

following diagram commutes:

RC~I)

1
(R/ In) (i~l)

R(~)
1

(R/In+d (~).

Let Hi(m, (:£), n) denote the ith homology of the complex C.(21,(:£), n). The link

between the homology of this complex and PQl(n) and HQl(n) is given by the

following proposition:

PROPOSITION 3.2. Let (R, m) be a d-dimensionallocal ring and I an m-

primary ideal. Suppose that (Xl, ... , Xd) is a reduction of I and 21= {In} is an

admissible I -filtration. Then with the notation developed above,

d

~d(PQl(n) - HQl(n)) = eo - L( _l)i )'(Hi(m, (:£), n))
i=O



Since P'J{(n) is' a polynomial of degree d, it is easy to see that ~d(P'J{(n))

eo (Ql)= eo· On the other hand,

Therefore, ~d(H'J{(n)) is the alternating sum ofthe lengths ofthe modules which

appear in C.(Ql,(x), n). Hence ~d(H'J{(n)) is the alternating sum of the lengths

of the homology of C.(Ql,(~), n). This then gives the desired result. D

We wish now to investigate the homology when conditions are placed on

,(Ql). But first we will prove a helpful lemma which we will need in proving the

main theorem of this chapter (Theorem 3.4).

LEMMA 3.3. Let (R, m) be a d-dimensionallocal ring, I an m-primary ideal

and Ql= {In} an admissible I-filtration. Let J be a reduction of I. Then J In =

In+l for n sufficiently large. Furthermore, if Rim is infinite, J = (Xl, ... , Xd),

and ,(Ql) = t, then Xi E II \ 12 for 1 :::;i :::;d and we may choose the generators

of J in such a way that xi, ... , xt form a gr'J{(R)-sequence.

Proof: Without loss of generality, we may assume Rim is infinite by passing

to R(X) if necessary. To show J In = In+l for n sufficiently large, we may also

assume that J is a minimal reduction. Therefore, it is enough to prove the lemma

in the case J = (Xl, ... ,Xd)' Let T = gr[(R)+ and J* = (xi, ... , xd) ~ gr[(R).

Since J In = In+l for n sufficiently large, we have J*Tn = Tn+l. Thus J* is N-

primary, where N is the homogeneous maximal ideal of gr[(R). Let S = gr'J{(R)

and M its homogeneous maximal ideal. By Proposition 3.1. S is finite over

gr[(R) and thus dim SINS = O. Hence dim SIJ*S = 0 and so J*S is primary

to M. Let



As gr~(R) is Noetherian, P is finitely generated, say by PI, ... , Pk• Also,

as J* Sand P have the same radical, there exists t E N+ such that pt c J* S.

Suppose n ;::::kt. Then Pn = L: Plnl ... P;:k where the sum is over all
(nl ,'" ,nk)

(nl,"" nk) such that nl +2n2 +.. ·+knk = n. Clearly k(nl +...+nk) ;::::n ;::::kt

so nl + ... + nk ;::::t. Hence Plnl ... P;:k ~ pt and so Pn C pt. This proves the

claim.

Since J* S is generated by 1-forms, Pn = (J* S)Pn-l for n sufficiently large.

Therefore

But by admissibility, InH C In = JIn-l for n ~ O. Therefore, In = JIn-l for

all large n.

Now, as J* S = (xr, ... , xd)S has height d, clearly xi S =I 0 for 1 ::; i ::;d.

Thus, Xi E II \ 12 for 1 ::; i ::;d. The last statement follows from Proposition

THEOREM 3.4. Let (R, m) be a d-dimensionallocal ring with innnite residue

neld. Let (Xl, ... , Xd) be a minimal reduction of I and Ql= {In} an admissible

I-nltration. Set t = ,(Ql). Then for i > d - t, Hi(Ql, (if,), n) = 0 for all n.

Proof: By the preceding lemma, Xi E II \ I2 so let xi denote the image of

Xi in II! I2 ~ gr~(R). Also, we have grade (xr, ... , xd) = grade gr~(R)+ = t.

Let G = gr~(R) and consider K.(if,*; G), the Koszul complex of G with respect

to xr, ... , xd' By [M2, Theorem 16.8], Hi(if,*; G) = 0 for i > d - t. Let L.(n)

denote the complex



i.e., a graded string of K.(:£*; G) (note that the Koszul maps have degree one).

Hence Hi (L. (n)) = 0 for i > d - t and all n. For simplicity of notation, let C. (n)

denote C.(2t, (:£), n) and Hi(C.(n)) denote Hi(2t, (:£), n). Then we have a short

for each n. If i > d - t, then Hi(L.(n)) = 0 for all n, and thus

o ~ Hi(C.(n)) ~ Hi(C.(n - 1)) is exact for all n. But Hi(C.(n)) = 0 for n

sufficiently small, so we must have that Hi( C. (n)) = 0 for all n if i > d - t. D

Before discussing the case when ,(2t) ~ d - 1, let us calculate the first two

homology modules of C. (2t, (:£), n).

LEMMA 3.5. Let (R, m) be ad-dimensional C-M local ring, I an m-primary

ideal and (Xl, ... , Xd) a minimal reduction of I. Suppose that 2t = {In} is an

admissible I -filtration. Then

(1)

(2.)

Ho(2t, (:£), n) ~ R/(:£, In+d)

H
l
(2t, (:£), n) rv In+d n (Xl, ... , Xd)

(Xl, ... , Xd)In+d-l

Proof: For 1 ::; i ::;dIet li denote the generator of (R/ In+d_l)d repre-

sented by (0, ... ,I, ... ,0) where the I occurs in the ith spot. Then Ho(2t, (:£), n)

is the homology of

where <Po is the map sending li to Xi. This proves (1).



For statement (2), first note that since R is C-M, Xl, ... , Xd is a regular

sequence. Thus,

(R/I )(~) 8 (R/I)d (Xl, ... ,Xd) -+ 0n+d-l ----+ n+d-l ----+ ( )
Xl,···,Xd In+d-l

we get im 4>1

squares):

) im 4>1 ) (R/ln+d-I)d (Xl, ... ,Xd)
(Xl, ... ,Xd )In+d-l

1 ItP I,
ker 4>0 ) (R/ln+d_I)d

</>0
R/ln+dI

The top row is exact since im 4>1= im D. By the snake lemma and since 'ljJ is

an isomorphism,



nite residue field. Let I be an m-pnmary Ideal ana ~ = lln} all aUllllNjl-

ble I-filtration. Suppose that ,(Ql) ~ d - 1. Then for any minimal reduction

(Xl, ... , Xd) of I

d

~d(P2((n) -H2((n)) = eo - L)-l)iA(Hi(Ql,(~),n)).
i=O

By Theorem 3.4, Hi(Ql, (~), n) = 0 for i > 1. Using Lemma 3.5 and the fact that

eo = A(R/(Xl, ... , Xd)), we obtain that

~d(P2((n) - H2((n)) = A(R/(~)) - A(R/(~,In+d))

+ A(In+d n (~)/In+d-1 (~))

= A((~,In+d)/(~)) + A(In+d n (j;J/In+d-l(~))

= A(In+d/(~) n In+d) + A(In+d n (~)/ In+d-1 (~))

= A(In+d/In+d-l(~)). 0

Theorem 2.4 was the main tool we used to obtain almost all of the re-

sults in Chapter II. Theorem 3.6 now enables us to reproduce these results

for any admissible I-filtration Ql = {In}. One of the immediate advantages

of this theorem is that all the results on reduction numbers follow quite eas-

ily from it. We will proceed with this topic first, but before doing so we need

to set down some definitions. Let Ql= {In} be an admissible I-filtration. If

J is a reduction of I, then by Lemma 3.3 J In = In+1 for all n sufficiently

large. Let r AQl) denote min{mlJIn = In+1 for n ~ m} and r(Ql) denote

min{r J(Ql)IJ is a minimal reduction of I}. As usual, let n(Ql) denote

min{nIP2((m) = H2((m) for m > n}. We first prove an easy lemma concerning

n(Ql).



LEMMA3.7. Let (R, m) be a local ring and I an m-primary ideal. Let

Qt = {In} be an admissible I-filtration. Then for i ~0

Proof: It is enough to show the case i = 1. Let f(n) = P21(n) - H21(n) and

R.= n(Qt). Then f(n) = 0 for n > R.and f(R.) =J O. If n > R.then ~1(J(n)) =

f(n + 1) - f(n) = O. But

COROLLARY 3.8. Let (R,m) be ad-dimensional C-M local ring with an

infinite residue field. Let I be an m-primary ideal and Qt = {In} an admissible

I -filtration such that ,(Qt) ~ d - 1. Then r(Qt) = n(Qt) + d.

Proof: Let J = (Xl,"" Xd) be any minimal reduction of I. Then by The-

orem 3.6,

By Lemma 3.7, if n ~ n(Qt) + 1 then )..(In+dl(?l..)In+d-l) = 0 and so In+d =

(?l..)In+d. Hence, r J(Qt) ~ n(Qt) + d. On the other hand, if n = n(Qt) then

In+d =J (?l..)In+d-l, whence r J(Qt) > n(Qt) + d - 1. Therefore, r J(Qt) = n(Qt) + d

for any minimal reduction J of I and hence

Notice from the proof that if ,(Qt) ~ d - 1 then r J(Qt) = r(Qt) for any

minimal reduction J of I. Thus r(Qt) is independent of the reduction chosen.

For the purposes of obtaining a version Theorem 3.6 in the case where Rim is

not infinite, we state the following corollary:



COROLLARY 3.9. Let (R, m) be ad-dimensional C-M local ring and I an

m-primary ideal. Let Ql= {In} be an admissible I-filtration and J any reduction

of I. If ,(Ql) ~ d - 1 then

Proof: Let S = R(X) and QlS = {InS}. Clearly QlS is an admissible

IS-filtration. By Proposition A.1.3, ,(Ql) = ,(QlS). Also, by Lemma A.1.1,

)"'(S/ InS) = )...(R/ In), )...(In+dS/ J In+d-IS) = )...(In+d/J In+d-I), and )"'(JS/mJS) =

)...(J/mJ). Thus P!Xs(n) = P!X(n), H!Xs(n) = H!X(n), and the minimal number of

generators of JS is the same as the minimal number of generators of J. There-

fore, we can assume that the residue field of R is infinite. Let (Xl, ... ,Xd) be a

minimal reduction contained in J. Then

for all n. Applying Theorem 3.6 to this inequality establishes the first statement.

Clearly if J is generated by d elements, then we get equality for all n (this is

just Theorem 3.6). Conversely, if we have equality for all n, let n = -d. Then

In+d = In+d-l = R. Hence )...(R/(Jd..)) = )...(R/ J) and so J = (Xl, ... , Xd)' 0

As a slight generalization of Corollary 3.8, we obtain the following inequality

between r J(Ql) and n(Ql):

COROLLARY 3.10. Let (R, m) be ad-dimensional C-M local ring and I an

m-primary ideal. Let Ql= {In} be an admissible I-filtration and J any reduction

of I. Then r J(Ql) ::; n(Ql) + d. 0

We now turn to studying the coefficients ei(Ql) in the case ,(Ql) ~ d - 1.

The proofs in almost all cases are exactly like their counterparts in Chapter II,

so we will be a bit more terse in our arguments.



THEOREM 3.11. Let (R,m) be ad-dimensional C-M local ring, I an m-

primary ideal, and 2t = {In} an admissible I-filtration. If ,(2t) ~ d - 1 tben for

o ~ i ~d and for all n

The proof now proceeds exactly as in the first part of the proof of Theorem 2.4.

D

COROLLARY 3.12. Let (R, m), I, 2t be as in Tbeorem 3.11. If ,(2t) ~ d-1

tben

Remark 3.13: Let (R, m), I, 2tbe as in Theorem 3.11. Then for 0 ~ i ~d-1

we have:

(a) If n(2t) < -i then ej(2t) = 0 for j ~ d - i.

(b) If ,(2t) ~ d - 1 then the converse of (a) is true.

Before proceeding with the parallel to Corollary 2.9, we state a lemma on

the stability of our hypotheses when we pass from R to Rj(x), where x* IS a

non zero-divisor in gr~(R).



LEMMA 3.14. Let (R, m), I, Qt be as in Theorem 3.11. Suppose x E II \ h
and x* is a non zero-divisor in gr9..(R). Then

(1) Qt= {(In,x)/(x)} is an admissible I/(x)-filtration.

(3) (In+l : x) = In for all n.

(4) grfK(R/(x)) ~ gr9..(R)/(x*).

(5) ,(Qt) = ,(Qt) - 1.

(6) Hrx(n) = H9..(n) - H9..(n - 1) for all n.

Prx(n) = P9..(n) - P9..(n - 1) for all n.

(7) ei(Qt) = ei(Qt) for 0 :::;i :::;d - 1.

(8) n(Qt) = n(Qt) + 1.

Proof: Statement (1) is clear. For (2), suppose that rx = O. Then r*x* = 0

and hence r* = O. Therefore, r E n In ~ n In-k = O. Thus, x is a non
n>O n>O- -

zero-divisor in R. Statement (3) is easy, while (4) follows from

(In, X)/(In+l, x) rv In/(In+l + In n (x))

rv In/(In+l + xIn-d.

HfK(n) = >..(R/(In,x))

= >..((In : x)/ In)

= >"(In-dIn)

= >..(R/In) - >..(R/In-d

Hence PfK(n) = P9..(n) - P9..(n - 1) for all n. Part (7) follows from Proposition

A.2.2. Statement (8) is proved exactly as in Lemma 2.8. 0



COROLLARY 3.15. Let (R, m), I, 2t be as in Theorem 3.11. Suppose ,(2t) 2:':

d - 1. Then for 0 ::; i ::;d

(1) ei(2t) 2:': 0

(2) (-l)i(eo(2t) - el(2t) + ... + (-l)iei(2t) - )..(R/ II)) 2:': O.

Proof: The proof mirrors the one of Corollary 2.9, using the facts from

Lemma 3.14 where necessary. D

COROLLARY 3.16. Let (R, m), I, 2t be as in Theorem 3.11 and suppose

that ,(2t) 2:': d - 1. If ei(2t) = 0 for some i < d then ej(2t) = 0 for i ::; j ::;d.

Proof: Again, the proof is almost word for word as the one found in Corol-

lary 2.10. D

Just as in Corollary 2.16, we can relate r(2t) to the coefficients ei(2t) in the

case that ,(2t) 2:': d - 1 and n(2t) ::; O.

COROLLARY 3.17. Let (R, m), I, 2t be as in Theorem 3.11 and assume that

R/m is infinite. Suppose that ,(2t) 2:': d - 1. Then for 1 ::;i ::;d

(1) ei(2t) = 0 if and only ifr(2t)::; i-I

(2) If n(2t) ::; 0 then

r(2t) = max{ ilei(2t) =1= O}. D

We would like to obtain an analogue to Corollary 2.18. However, there is

a sticking point which will force us to modify the statement slightly. Namely,

if >..( R/ h) = eo then el does not necessarily have to be O. (For example, take

any ideal I not generated by an s.o.p. Let J = (Xl,"" Xd) c I be a reduction

of I and let 2t = {In} be the filtration defined by II = J and In = In for

n 2:': 2. Then 2t is an admissible J-filtration with )..(R/ II) = eo( J) = eo(2t). But

el (2t) = el (1) =1= 0). Hence, )..(R/ II) = eo does not imply that r(2t) = O. We can

avoid this problem for now by restricting our attention to the higher coefficients.



COROLLARY 3.18. Let (R, m), I, 2l be as in Tbeorem 3.11 and assume tbat

R/m is infinite. Suppose tbat ,(2l) 2: d - 1. If

witb ei(2l) i= 0 and i 2: 1, tben r(2l) = i, H2,(n) = P2,(n) for all n 2: 1 and

ei+l (2l) = ... = ed(2l) = o. Conversely, if r(2l) = i ~ d tben A( R/ II) =

eo(2l) + ... + (-l)iei(2l) and ei(2l) i= O.

Proof: The argument is similar to that used in Corollary 2.18. We sketch it

again here. Suppose that A(R/ h) = eo - el + ... + (-l)iei. Using Lemma 3.14,

we can pass to the ring S = R/(Xl' ... ' Xd-i) where xi, .. ·, xd-i is a gr2,(R)-

sequence (notice we are using here that i 2: 1). Then n(2lS) = 0 by Corollary

3.12. But

and thus r(2l) = i - d + d = i. Furthermore, using Corollary 3.16, ei+l (2l) =
... = ed(2l) = 0 and P2,(n) = H2,(n) for all n 2: 1 since n(2l) ~ o. The converse

is clear by Corollary 3.8 and Corollary 3.17. D

Of course, just as with the case 2l = {In}, some properties of the coeffi-

cients of P2,( n) should be true regardless of the value of ,(2l). For instance, from

Chapter IIwe know that el (I) = 0 implies that I is generated by a system of

parameters and hence ej = 0 for j 2: i. We will prove below that for any admis-

sible I-filtration 2l = {In}, if el(2l) = 0 then 2l = {In} and I is generated by a

system of parameters. Moreover, M. Morales, N. G. Trung and O. Villamayor

[M-T- V] have shown that if R is an analytically unramified local domain and I

an ideal generated by a system of parameters with el(I) = el(I), then In = In

for all n. Our proof doesn't need R to be a domain but we use heavily that R

is C-M. We first prove a lemma comparing el(2l) and el(I).



LEMMA 3.19. Let (R,m) be a C-M local ring, I an m-primary ideal and

Qt= {In} an I-admissible filtration. Then el(Qt) ~ el(I).

Proof: As usual, we may assume the residue field is infinite and then by

using superficial elements we can reduce to the case dim R = 1 (see Section A.2

of the appendix). Since In ::::> In for all n, P[(n) ~ P~(n) for n sufficiently large.

Then

Thus if el(Qt) = 0 then el(I) = 0 and so I (and also II) is generated by

a system of parameters. The difficulty in showing Qt = {In} is that R(Qt) isn't

necessarily generated by forms of degree one. However, a folklore result states

that if R(Qt) is Noetherian, then there exists k E N+ such that (ht = hn for

all n ~ 1. Eliahou [E] has given a simple proof of this fact in his thesis, which

LEMMA 3.20. Let R = EB Rn be a positively graded Noetherian ring.
n>O

Then for some k E N+, (Rk)n = Rkn for n ~ 1.

Proof: Since EB Ri is a finitely generated ideal, there exists an f such that
i>O

~ Rnl .. ·RnlL..J 1 l
(nl, ...,nt)

where the sum is over all f-tuples (nl, ... , nl) of non-negative integers such that
lL: ini = m. Set k = f . f1

i=l

If L: ini = m ~ f . f!, then there must exist j E N+, 1 :::;j :::;f such that

jnj ~ f!. Thus nj ~ J and so R~l ... R;l contains (Rj)t as a factor. But
l!

(Rj) T C Rl! so R~l ... R;l ~ Rm-l! Rl!. This proves the claim.



To finish the proof, we induct on n to show (Rk)n = Rkn. The case n = 1

being trivial, we assume that n > 1. Now

We remark here that it is not true that (Rk)n = Rkn for n :::::1 and all k

sufficiently large. For example, let S be a Noetherian ring and I an ideal of S.

Define R = EEl Rn by Rn = In if n is even and Rn = In+l if n is odd. Then R
n~O

is Noetherian as R = Ro[R1,R2J but if n is odd, (Rn)2 =I R2n.

THEOREM 3.21. Let (R, m) be ad-dimensional C-M local ring, I an m-

primary ideal and 2l = {In} an admissible I-filtration. Then the following are

equivalent:

(2) el (2l) = ... = ed(2l) = O.

(3) el (2l) = O.

Proof: Without loss of generality, we may assume that Rim is infinite.

Statement (1) implies statement (2) by Northcott's theorem (Theorem 2.1), and

of course (2) trivially implies (3). The substance ofthe theorem is that (1) follows



from (3). Suppose eI(2l) = O. By Lemma 3.19, eI(I) = 0 and thus I is generated

by a system of parameters. Choose Xl, ... , Xd-I E 1\12 such that Xl,· .. , Xd-I

form a superficial sequence for I and 2l (see Proposition A.2.4 of the appendix).

Let S = Rj(XI, ... , xd-d and 2lS = {InS}. We have eo(IS) = eo(2lS) and

eI(IS) = eI(2lS) = O. By Theorem 3.11,

as I is generated by a system of parameters. But II S ;2 IS and so A(Sj II S) ~

A(SjIS). Thus lIS = IS and hence II = I.

By Lemma 3.20 there exists k E N+ such that (h)n = Ikn for n ~ 1. Let

Q = Ik and J = h. We remark here that we always have In C In for all

n ~ 1 whenever 2l is admissible. This is because R(2l) is integral over R(I) (see

Theorem 3.1) and the integral closure of R(I) in R[t-I, t] is

Claim: eo(Q) = eo(J) and eI(Q) = eI(J).

Since Q C J c Q, eo(Q) = eo(J). Also, PQ(n) = P[(kn) and PJ(n)

P2.(kn). We know that

(kn + d -1)
P[(kn) = eo d



(
kn + d - 1) ( kn + d - 3)

P<X(kn)=eo d +e2(21) d-2 + ....

The coefficient el (J) is determined by the coefficient of nd-1• Since el (21)= 0,

PQ(n) and PJ(n) must have the same coefficient el. This proves the claim.

Since I is generated by a system of parameters in a C-M ring, ,(I) = d.

Thus, ,(Q) = d by Lemma 2.20. Now a result of K. Shah [Sh, Theorem 4]

states that if Q c J c Q, el(Q) = el(J) and ,(Q) = d then Q = J. That is,

hn = Ikn for all n ~ 1. Now, since I is generated by a system of parameters,

we know that for m ~ n (Irn : In) = Irn-n. We need to show that In = In for

all n ~ 1. If n = km for some m, we are done. Assume that km < n < k( m + 1)

and let y E In. Set f = k(m + 1) - n. Then

Since h = I, y E (Ik(rn+l) : If) = In. This finishes the proof. D

To complete the parallel between Chapters II and III, we wish to prove the

counterpart to Corollary 2.13 which states that e2 (1) ~ 0 for any m-primary

ideal I in a C-M ring (R, m). The proof of the analogue follows the same line of

reasoning: reduce to the case when dimension of R is two and then use powers

of I to get a non zero-divisor in gr<x(R). To do this, we introduce some notation.

If 21= {In} is an admissible I-filtration then let 21k denote the admissible Ik_

filtration {hn}nEZ' First we prove a lemma analogous to Lemma 2.12.

LEMMA3.22. Let (R, m) be a C-M local ring of dimension d. Let I be an

m-primary ideal and 21= {In} an admissible I-filtration. Then



This establishes statement (1).

Without loss of geneality we may assume Rim is infinite. Let y E II \ 12

be superficial for Qt. Then there exists N E N+ such that (In : y) = In-I for

n ;:::N. Hence, if k ;:::N, (hn : yk) = hen-I) for all n ;:::1 and so (yk)* is a non

zero-divisor in grfXk (R). D

PROPOSITION 3.23. Let (R, m) be ad-dimensional (d ;:::2) C-M local ring,

I an m-primary ideal and Qt = {In} an admissible I-filtration. Then e2(Qt) ;::: O.

Proof: By using superficial elements we can reduce to the case dim R = 2.

By Lemma 3.22 we can also assume that ,(Qt) ;:::1. Corollary 3.15 then states

that e2(Qt) ;::: O. D

We will conclude this chapter with some special results in the case Qt = {In},

in particular for e2(I). These will follow from our previous work once we prove

that we always have :::y(I) ;::: 1 for any m-primary ideal I. This fact can be

proved easily using Rees valuations (cf. [R3]), but we give an elementary and

self-contained proof here which nonetheless still uses the essential techniques of

Rees. We begin with an easy lemma.

LEMMA 3.24. Let R be a Noetherian ring and x E R be a non zero-divisor

(non-unit) such that (x) is an integrally closed ideal. Then height P = 1 for all

associated primes P of (x).

Proof: Suppose that P is an associated prime of (x). By localizing at P,

we may assume R is local and P = m is the maximal ideal. Then m =
(x : y) for some y rf. (x). Consider ~ E Rx. We have that m(~) ~ R. But if

m( ~) ~ m then the "determinant trick" would show that ~ is integral over R.



By clearing denominators, we would obtain an integral equation for y over (x),

a contradiction as (x) is integrally closed and y f:. (x). Therefore we must have

that m~ = R so there exists z E m such that x = zy. But then m = (x : y) =

(zy : y) = (z) so ht m = 1. 0

PROPOSITION 3.25. Let (R, m) be an analytically unramiBed local ring of

positive dimension and I an m-primary ideal. Then ;:y(I) ~ 1.

By Proposition A.1.4. ([RID, {In} is an admissible I-filtration and hence R(I)

is a Noetherian ring (Proposition 3.1). Let u = r1.

For now, let us assume the claim is true. Then by the preceeding lemma,

all the associated primes of uR(I) have height one. Let N be the homogeneous

maximal ideal of R(I). Since ht N = dim R(I) = dim R + 1 ~ 2, N is not

contained in any of the associated primes of uR(I). But since R(I)/uR(I) ~

grI(R), we see that the maximal irrelevant ideal of grI(R) is not contained in

any associated prime of o. Hence ;:y(I) ~ 1.

Proof of the Claim: Suppose a is integral over (u). By Lemma A.1.5, we

may assume a = xtn is homogeneous of non-negative degree. Since a E R(I),

x E In and we wish to show x E In+l. There exists an equation of the form

where we may assume ai = ritni such that ri E I(n+l)i (since ai E (ui)) for

1 :S i :S k. Now write



since t(n+l)it(n+l)(k-i) = t(n+l)k. Thus, xtn+1 is integral over R(I). As R(I) is

integrally closed in R[u, t], xtn+1 E R(I) and so x E 1n+1. 0

As a corollary to this proposition, we recover a theorem proved by C. Huneke

[R] concerning 2-dimensional analytically unramified local rings.

COROLLARY 3.26. (Huneke) Let (R, m) be a two-dimensional C-M analyt-

ically unramified local ring with infinite residue field and let 1 be an m-primary

ideal. Then the following are equivalent:

(1) e2(I) = 0

(2) >"(RjI) = eo - el

(3) 12 = (x,y)I for any minimal reduction (x,y) of 1.

Proof: By the preceeding proposition, "Y(I) ;::: 1. Now apply Corollary 3.8

and Corollary 3.17. 0

In a similar fashion, we also get an easy proof of the following theorem, also

due to Huneke ([R]):

COROLLARY 3.27. (Huneke) Let (R, m) be a 2-dimensional C-M analyti-

cally unramified local ring with infinite residue field. Let 1 be an m-primary

ideal. Then the following are equivalent.

(1) >"(RjI) = eo - el + e2.

(2) H fen) = Pf(n) for all n ;:::1.

(3) 13 = J2(x, y) for any minimal reduction (x, y) of 1. 0



QUESTIONS

Question 3.1. What are necessary and sufficient conditions on the (d + 1)-

tuple of integers (eo, ... , ed) such that there exists a C-M local ring (R, m) and

an m-primary ideal Ie R with ei(I) = ei for 0 :::;i :::;d? What are conditions

such that there exists an admissible I-filtration 2t with ei(2t) = ei for 0 :::;i :::;d?

Question 3.2. Let (R, m) be a d-dimensional analytically unramified local

ring and I an m-primary ideal. Given k E N+, 1 :::;k :::;d, what are necessary

and sufficient conditions on I such that ek(I) = ek(I)? Does ek(I) = ek(I) force

ei(I) = ei(I) for k :::; i :::;d? (Morales, Trung and Villamayor [M-T- V] have

given a partial answer when k = 1.)

mension d and I an m-primary ideal with ei(I) = 0 for some i, 1 :::;i :::;d. Is

ei(I) = O? Is ej(I) = 0 for j ~ i?

Question 3.4. Let (R, m) be an analytically unramified local ring of di-

mension d and I an m-primary ideal such that >"(RjI) = eo(I) - el(I). Is

;:y(I) ~ d -I?

Question 3.5. Let (R, m) be an analytically unramified local ring and I an

m-primary ideal. Suppose P I( k) = H I( k) for some k ~ 1. Is p I( n) = H I( n)

for n ~ k?

Question 3.6. Let (R, m) be ad-dimensional C-M local ring with infinite

residue field, I an m-primary ideal, and 2t an admissible I-filtration. Is r(2t) :::;

n(2t) + d?



CHAPTER IV
THE COMPLEX C.(Ql, C~),n)

In this chapter, we wish to conduct a more in-depth study of the function

f},d(P21.(n) - H21.(n)), where Qlis an admissible I-filtration, while trying to avoid

any conditions on the grade of gr21.(R)+. Our primary tool in this investigation

will be the complex C.(Ql, Cd, n) defined in Chapter III, where C~)is a minimal

reduction of I. In Proposition 3.2 and Theorem 3.4 we showed that

d

f},d(P21.(n) - H21.(n)) = eo - I)_l)i >'(Hi(Ql, C~),n))
i=O

and if i > d-,(Ql) then Hi(Ql, Cr), n) = 0 for all n. However, notice by Lemma

3.5 we have that

Since Cr) is a reduction of I we know that (qJIn = In+I for n sufficiently large

(Lemma 3.3) so HI(Ql, Cr), n) = 0 for n sufficiently large regardless of the value

of ,(Ql). The questions we wish to answer in this chapter are the following: is

Hi(Ql, Cr), n) = 0 for n sufficiently large and i > O? And if so, what is the least

integer ki E 1 such that Hi(Ql, Cr), n) = 0 for n > ki? We will answer the first

question affirmatively and give upper bounds for the constants ki in connection

with the second. We will also show that for 1 ~ i ~d, ki does not depend on

the generators chosen for the ideal Cf).

Let (R, m) be a local ring, I an m-primary ideal and Ql= {In} an admissible

I -filtration. Let Xl, .•• , X k be any k elements in II, not necessarily forming a

reduction of I. Then we can still form the complex C. (Ql,(qJ, n) by adjusting



the Koszul complex K. (x 1, ... , X k; R) as before in the obvious way. That is,

C.(21,(;f.), n) is the complex

with the maps induced from K.(;f.; R). Let Hi (21,(;f.), n) denote the ith homology

of C.(21,(;f.), n) and define

For 1 ::.:;i ::.:;k, we adopt the convention that k(21, (;f.), i) = -00 if Hi (21,(;f.), n) =

o for all n. Our first goal is to establish the independence of k(21, (;f.), i) on the

generators chosen for the ideal (;f.).

PROPOSITION 4.1. Let (R, m) be a local ring, I an m-primary ideal and

21 = {In} an admissible I-filtration. Suppose (;f.) = (Xl,"" Xk) C II form a

regular sequence in R. Then for 1 ::.:;i ::.:;k, Hi(21, (;f.), n) = 0 if and only if the

(R/ In+k-i+l) ( i~l) 0'

(R/ In+k-i+d (~)
(3

(R/ In+k-i+l) (i~l)
11

~ 19 / 1h

(R/ In+k-i) (i~l) (R/ In+k-i) (~) (R/ In+k-i) (i~l)
I 6

The top and bottom rows are portions ofthe complexes K.(;f.)0R R/In+k-i+l

and K. (;f.) 0 R R/In+k-i, respectively. Since Xl, ... ,X k forms a regular sequence



in R, K.(~) is a free resolution of R/(~). Hence, Torf(R/ In+k-i+l, R/(~)) =

ker (3/im a and Torf(R/ In+k-i, R/(~)) = ker 8/im ,. Furthermore, g in-

duces a natural map g* between these two modules. Also, H = Hi (21,(~), n) =

ker 'l/;/im ,. We wish to show H = 0 if and only if g* = o.
Suppose H = O. Let u E ker (3. Then 'l/;(g(u)) = 0 so g(u) E ker 'l/;= im ,.

Thus g( ker (3) C im , and hence g* = O. Conversely, suppose g* = O. Let

u E ker 'l/;. As g is onto, there exists w E ker (3 such that g(w) = u. But

g( ker (3) C im , so u = g( w) E im ,. Therefore ker 'l/;= im , and so H = O. 0

COROLLARY 4.2. Let (R, m) be a local ring, I an m-primary ideal and 21= .

{In} an admissible I-filtration. Suppose J = (xl, ... ,xd = (Yl, ... ,Yk) c II

and grade J = k. Tben k(21, (~), i) = k(21, C~),i) for 1 S; i S; k.

Proof: Since grade J = k both Xl, ... , xk and Yl, ... , Yk form regular se-

quences in R. By the preceeding proposition, k(21, (~), i) and k(21, (1L), i) depend

solely on the maps between Torf(R/ In, R/ J), and these maps don't depend on

the generators chosen for J. 0

Hence we may write k(21, J, i) without fear of ambiguity. Now suppose that

in addition to the hypotheses in the above corollary, we have that R is C-M

with infinite residue field and that J is a minimal reduction of I. We wish to

show k(21, J, i) < CX) for 1 S; i S; k. In fact, we will show that if Xl, ... , Xk E I

is a superficial sequence for 21, then k(21, (~), i) < CX) for 1 S; i S; k. This

will be sufficient for our purposes since by Proposition A.2.4 we can choose

generators for J which form a superficial sequence for 21. Suppose now that

Xl, ... , X k E h \ h form an arbitrary superficial sequence for 21. Then by part

(2) of Proposition A.2.1,



The notation bi (Ql,(:f.)) was chosen because these constants appear to be

related to the cohomological invariants ai(g1''}1(R)) defined in [T] (see Chapter

V). In fact, it would be preferable to express the vanishing of Hi(Ql, (:f.), n) in

terms of the numbers aj(g1''}1(R)) for j = 0, ... , d -1, but unfortunately certain

Artin-Rees numbers get in the way.

We first deal with the vanishing of HI (Ql,(:f.), n) separately. This will form

the base case for our induction proofs.

LEMMA 4.3. Let (R, m) be ad-dimensional C-M local ring, I an m-primary

ideal and Ql = {In} an admissible I-filtration. Suppose that Xl, ... , Xk E II \ h
form a superficial sequence for Ql. Let bi = bi(Ql, (:f.)) for 0 :::; i :::;k - 1. Then

Proof: We proceed by induction on k. The case when k = 1 is essen-

tially the definition of bo, so we assume that k > 1. Suppose that a E In+l n
(Xl, ... , Xk). Then a = 1'lxl +.. ·+1'kxk E In+l. Hence 1'kxk E (In+l, Xl,··., Xk-d

andso1'k E (In,Xl, ... ,xk-difn ~ bk-l· Write1'k =1'~+slxl+"'+Sk-lXk-l

where 1'~E In. Then a = (1'1+ SdXl + ... + (1'k-l + Sk-l)Xk-l + 1'~xk and thus

By induction, a - 1'~xk E In(Xl"'" Xk-l) provided n ~ max{bo, ... , h-2}.

Therefore, if n ~ max{bo, ... , bk-d then a E In(Xl"'" Xk). 0

COROLLARY 4.4. Let (R, m), I, Ql and (:f.) be as in Lemma 4.3. Then

k(Ql, (:f.), 1) :::;max{bo, ... , bk-d + 1 - k.

Proof: From (the proof of) Lemma 3.5,

H (01 () ) ~ In+k n(Xl, ... ,Xk)
1 ~, X , n - --------.

- In+k-l(Xl, ... ,Xk)



Now suppose that XI, ... ,Xk E II \12• Let G = grf.J.(R) and xi be the

image of Xi in It! 12 ~ G. Then the Koszul complex K.(:f..*) = K.(xr, ... , xk; G)

is a graded complex in which all the maps have degree one. Since the Koszul

homology Hi(:f..*) = Hi(k.(:f..*)) has a natural grading induced from the complex,

we let Hi(:f..*)n denote the nth graded piece of Hi(:f..*). Note that Hi(:f..*)n = 0

for n < o. We show now that if Xl, ... , Xk form a superficial sequence for 2t then

Hi(:f..*)n = 0 for n sufficiently large and i > O.

LEMMA4.5. Let (R, m) be a C-M local ring, I an m-primary ideal and

2t = {In} an admissible I-filtration. Assume that Xl, ... , X k E h \ h form a

superficial sequence for 2t and let bi = bi(2t, (:f..)). Then for 1 ~ i < k

Hi(:f..*)n = 0 for n ~ max{ bo + 1, bi + 1, ... , bk-i-I + 1, bk-i - I} and

Proof: Induct on k. If k = 1 then a graded string of the complex K.(:f..n

looks like

Suppose now that k > 1. Let L. denote the complex K.(xr, ... , xk-I; G).

Then we have the following mapping cone sequence

where L.(xk) = L. 0 K.(x'ZJ and L.( -1) is the same complex as L. but with a

shift to the left by one degree; i.e. L.( -l)n = Ln-I. See [M2, Theorem 16.4]

for the definition of the maps in (*). It should be noted that these maps are



homogeneous (i.e. of degree zero) on each module in the complexes. From (*)

we obtain a long exact sequence on homology

Now suppose that i = k. Then Hk(L.(xk))n = 0 if Hk-I(L.)n = 0, which is

true when n 2 bo - 1 by induction. Finally, suppose that i = 1. We know

that HI(L.)n = 0 if n 2 max{bo + 1,bl + 1, ... , bk-3 + 1,h-2 - I}. We need

to find the value of n for which Ho(L.)n ~ Ho(L.)n+1 becomes injective.

But Ho(L.)n = In/(In+l, (Xl, ... , Xk-t)In-t}. Suppose that rEIn and rXk E

In+2+(XI, ... , xk-t}In. Then r E ((In+2, Xl, ... , Xk-t) : xk)nIn. If n 2 bk-l -1

then



Thus ifn ~ max{bo+1, ... , bk-2 +1, h-l -1} then r E In+l +(Xl, ... , xk-dIn-l
and the map Ho(L.)n ~ Ho(L.)n+l is injective. Hence we see that n ~

max{bo + 1, ... , h-2 + 1, bk-l - 1} implies Hl(L.(xrJ)n = O. This completes

the proof of the lemma. 0

We now wish to establish some notation which we will use in the proof of

Theorem 4.6. Let Xl, ... , Xk E II \12be a superficial sequence for the admissible

I-filtration m= {In}. Suppose that k > 1. Let C.(n) = c.(m,(Xl, ... ,xk),n),

C~(n) = c.(m, (Xl"", Xk-d, n), and Q.(n) = C~(n)0RK.(Xk; R), where K.(Xk; R)

is the Koszul complex with respect to Xk; i.e., the complex 0 -+ R ~ R -+ O.

We may sometimes simplify notation even further by writing C., C~and Q. when

considering n fixed. Of course, we always have the mapping cone

where C:[-l] is the complex C: shifted to the left by one degree. Unfortunately,

Q. does not turn out to be the complex C., which would make our induction

much easier. In fact, Qi = Q} EEl Q; where

(k-l) (k-l)
Q} = (R/In+k-i-d i and Q; = (R/In+k-i) i-I .

Ci
gi

Ci-l)

~il 1~i-l

Qi
hi

Qi-l)

where the vertical arrows are the natural surjections. Now by considering C. as

a homomorphic image of the complex K.(Xl"'" xk-d 0 K.(Xk), we can write



(k-I) (k-I)
Ci = Cl EBC; where Cl = (R/ln+k-i) i and C; = (R/ln+k-i) i-I .

Then we can refine the above commutative diagram to obtain

CI EBC~
9i

CLI EBCLI)z Z

l~i 1~i-l

Q} EBQ;
hi

QLI EBQLI)

By the definition of the complex K.(XI" .. , Xk-I) 0 K.(Xk), we see that

9ilcl : Cl -t CLI is induced by the ith differential in the Koszul complex
•

K.(XI, ... , Xk-I). Or in other words 9ilcl is the ith differential in the complex.
C/. Now C. ~ Q. is onto so let M. = ker 4>.. Then since 4>ilc2 : C; -t Q; is. .
an isomorphism, Mi is contained in Cl. In fact,

The map Ii : Mi -t Mi-I is given by restricting 9i to Mi, so by the discussion

above, Ii is induced by the ith Koszul map in the complex K.(XI, ... , Xk-I).

Thus the complex M.(2l, (~), n) looks like

which is just a graded string of the complex K.(xi, ... , xk-I; G). Most impor-

tantly, we have an exact sequence of complexes



THEOREM 4.6. Let (R, m) be a C-M local ring, I an m-primary ideal and

Ql= {In} an admissible I-filtration. Assume that Xl, ... , Xk E II \ 12 form a

superficial sequence for Ql and let bi = bi (Ql, (.f.)). Then for 1 ::; i ::;k

Proof: Induct on k. When k = 1 the theorem is true by Corollary 4.4 so

assume that k > 1. Let C. = C.(Ql, (Xl, ... , Xk), n), C~ = C.(Ql, (Xl, ... , Xk-d, n)

and Q. = C~® I((xk) as in the discussion above.

Claim: Hi(Q.(n)) = a for n ~ max .{bj - j} for 2 ::;i ::;k.
O::;J::;k-z

From the short exact sequence (**), we obtain a corresponding long exact

sequence on homology:

By induction on k, Hi(C') and Hi-I(C') both vanish for n ~ max {bJ· - j}.
.. O~j~k-i

Now let M. be the following graded string of K.(xi, ... , xk-l; G), where

G = gr2.(R):

We know that Hi(M.) = Hi(xi, ... , xk_l)n+k-i-l. By Lemma 4.5, Hi(M.) = a
for



if 1 ::; i < k - 1, and Hk-l(M.) = 0 for n ~ bo + i - k. From this, it can be

routinely checked that if n ~ max .{bj - j} then Hi(M.) = 0 for 2 ::; i ::;k-l.
O~J~k-~

Of course if i = k, then Hk(M.) = 0 for all n. Therefore, we obtain that

Hence, if J is a minimal reduction of I and Rim is infinite, then ki =

k(Qt, J, i) < 00 for 1 ::; i ::; d. One would like to know what relationships

exists among the ki's, especially with regard to k1. Unfortunately, Corollary

4.7 does not provide much help in this direction for two reasons: first, the

constants bi(2t, (;~.))depend on the superficial sequence (:f.) chosen to generate

J, whereas we know the k/s do not; secondly, the exact relationship between ki

and max ,{bj - j} is not clear. If more precise information on the ki's could
O~J~k-~

be obtained, then the following remark might be of some use in studying r(2t)

and P2l.(n) - H2I.(n).

Remark 4.8: Let (R, m) be ad-dimensional C-M local ring with infinite

residue field. Let I be an m-primary ideal, 2t = {In} an admissible I-filtration

and J a minimal reduction of I. Denote k(2t, J, i) by ki. Then

for n ~ max{ k2, ... , kd}. Furthermore, if max{ k2, ••• , kd} < k1 then r J(2t) =

n(2t) + d.



Proof: This follows directly from Proposition 3.2, Lemma 3.5 and the def-

inition of the ki's. 0

Of course, from Theorem 3.4 it is clear that grade gr~(R)+ = t if and

only if k(2t, J, i) = -00 for i > d - t and some reduction J of I. Thus, in

some sense Remark 4.8 is a generalization of most of the results in Chapter III.

Conceivably, one would like to put a mild condition on the ideal I which would

force "nice" behavior among the ki'S and then garner information about the

reduction number and the Hilbert function of 2t using this remark.

We conclude this chapter with an interesting consequence of the fact that

k(2t, J, i) < 00 for 1 ::; i ::; d.

COROLLARY 4.9. Let (R, m), I, 2t and J be as in Remark 4.8. Tben for

1::;i ::;d, >"(Tor{!(R/ In, R/ J)) coincides witb a polynomial of degree d -1 for

n sufficiently large. In particular,

i-I (d)>"(Tor{!(R/ In, R/ J)) = ?=(_l)i-j-1 . f(n + i-I - j)
J=O J

Proof: We use induction on i. If i = 1, then we know Tor~(R/ In, R/ J) ~

(In n J)/ InJ· But since J is a reduction of I and 2t is admissible, J In = In+1

for n sufficiently large. Therefore,

which is a polynomial of degree d - 1 for n sufficiently large. Suppose now that

i > 1. Consider the short exact sequence



Torf(R/In+l, R/ J) ~ Torf(R/ In, R/ J) -t Torf-l (In/ In+l, R/ J)

-tTorf-1 (R/ In+l, R/ J) ~ Torf-l (R/ In, R/ J)

By Proposition 4.1 and 4.7, Ii and fi-l are the zero maps for n sufficiently large,

giving us the short exact sequence

where K.(~J = K.(XI, ... , Xd; R). But (Xl, ... , Xd)In C In+l and so all the maps

in the complex K.(~) @ In/In+l are zero. Hence

i-2 (d)>'(Torf-l (R/ In+l, R/ J)) = L( _1)i-j-2 . fen+ i-I - j).
j=O J

Using the short exact sequence on Tor's above and the fact that length is additive

on exact sequences, we obtain

>'(Torf(R/In,R/J)) = (. d ) >.(In/In+d
z - 1

i-2 (d)-L(-1)i-j-2 . f(n+i-1-j)
j=O J

i-I (d)
= L( _l)i-j-1 . fen+ i-I - j).

j=O J



Since each f (n + i- 1 - j) is a polynomial of degree d - 1 for n sufficiently large,

we see that >"(Torf(R/In,R/J)) is a polynomial of degree at most d -1 for n

sufficiently large. To see that the degree is exactly d - 1, it is enough to check

that L:~:~(-l)i-j-l (~) =1= 0 for i:::; d. But it is straightforward to show that

L:~=o(-l)j (~) = (_l)i (d~l) for 0:::; i:::; d. D

In each of the following, (R, m) is ad-dimensional C-M local ring with

infinite residue field, I an m-primary ideal and m an admissible I-filtration. If

J is a minimal reduction of I, we let ki( J) denote k(m, J, i).

Question 4.1. What relationships between the constants k1(J), ... , kd(J)

must always hold for any reduction J of I?

Question 4.2. What relationship exists, if any, between n(m) and

k1(J), ... , kd(J)?

Question 4.4. By Corollary 4.9, >"(Torf(R/ In, R/ J)) coincides with a

polynomial of degree d - 1 for n sufficiently large which does not depend on the

reduction J. How do these polynomials relate to PJ(n), especially with regard

to their coefficients?



CHAPTER V

HILBERT FUNCTIONS AND LOCAL COHOMOLOGY

So far we have studied the behavior of the functions P2.(n) and H2.(n)

primarily through the use of one tool: the Koszul complex. In this chapter we

take a somewhat different approach using (graded) local cohomology. The reader

is assumed to be reasonably familiar with the basic facts of local cohomology of

graded rings and modules. The standard reference is [G].

For the rest of this chapter, S = EB Sn will be a Noetherian graded ring
n>O

with So an Artinian local ring and S = So [SI]' If M = EB Mn is a finitely
nEZ

generated S-module, we let HM(n) = Aso(Mn). We know in this situation

that there exists a polynomial PM(n) E Q[n] of degree dim M - 1 such that

PM(n) = HM(n) for n sufficiently large (see Corollary 11.2 of [A-MD. Most

of our applications will be in the case S = grI(R) and M = gr2.(R), where

(R, m) is a local C-M ring, I is an m-primary ideal in R, and Qlis an admissible

I-filtration. In this situation, we see that

We shall begin straight away by establishing the fundamental relationship be-

tween PM(n) - HM(n) and the local cohomology of M. Let S+ = EB Sn.
n>1

Then the ith local cohomology module (i ~ 0), denoted H1+(M), is a graded

S -module and furthermore, since it is Artinian, H1+ (M)n = 0 for n sufficiently

large. We define the Euler characteristic function of M, XM : l ~ l, by

00

XM(n) =I)_l)i+l A(H1+(M)n).
i=O



Note that H1+(M)n is a finitely generated So-module for each i ~0 and

n E I, so it is of finite length. Also, the sum is always finite as H1+(M) = 0 for·

i > dim M.

is an exact sequence offinitely generate graded S-modules (with degree 0 maps).

Then

Proof: This followseasily from the long exact sequence on local cohomology

and the fact that length is additive on short exact sequences. 0

The following well-known result (d. [01, Lemma 2.1] and [Sa, Proposition

3]) forms the foundation of most of the work in this chapter.

THEOREM5.2. Let Sand M be as above. Then PM(n) -HM(n) = XM(n)

for all n E I.

Proof: Choose Y1, ... ,Yr E Sl such that S = SO[Y1"",Yr]' Let T =

SO[X1, ... , xr] be the polynomial ring over So in'f' variables. Then via the homo-

morphism T -+ S which sends Xi to Yi, M is a graded T-module. Moreover, by

the change of rings principle for local cohomology, there exists a natural graded

isomorphism H~+(M) -+ H1+(M) for all i ~O. Thus, without loss of generality

we may assume that S is a polynomial ring over So in 'f'variables. We proceed

by induction on 'f'.

If 'f'= 0 then S = So and since M is a finitely generated S-module, Mn = 0

for n sufficiently large. Hence PM(n) = 0 for all n. Furthermore, H~+(M) =
O' .H(O)(M) = M and H1+(M) = 0 for i > 0, whence >"(Mn) = >"(H1+(M)n) and

the formula holds.



Now assume r > O. Let M( -1) denote the S-module M shifted to the left

one degree; i.e. M( -l)n = Mn-1• Consider the exact sequence

where the map between M( -1) and M is just multiplication by Xr (which is

a degree 0 mapping) and I< and C are defined to be the kernel and cokernel,

respectively. Notice xrK = xrC = 0 so I< and C are graded modules over

S = S/xrS rv SO[Xl, ... ,xr-d. By induction,

PK(n) - HK(n) =I)_1)i+1 )'(H~+(K)n)
i=O

Pc(n) - Hc(n) = I)_l)i+l )'(H~(C)n)'
i=O

Again by the change of rings principle, H~(K) rv H1+(K) and H~+(C) ~s s
H1+(C) for i ;::::O. Hence,

,0.1(PM(n) - HM(n)) = Pc(n + 1) - Hc(n + 1) - PK(n + 1) + HK(n + 1)

= xc(n + 1) - XK(n + 1).



Once again, using (*) and the fact that X is additive on short exact sequences

(Lemma 5.1), we obtain that

~1(PM(n) - HM(n)) = XM(n + 1) - XM(n)

= ~1(XM(n)) for all n.

Hence PM(n) - HM(n) = XM(n) + b for some constant b. But since both

PM(n) - HM(n) and XM(n) vanish for n sufficiently large, b must be zero. This

completes the proof. 0

Thus, if we want to study the Hilbert function and polynomial of M, we

only have to study the modules H1+(M). Of particular importance is the point

when the graded pieces of these modules vanish. This motivates the following

standard definition: if S = So [SI] and M EEl Mn is a finitely generated
nEZ

graded module, define

for each i = 0, ... ,dim M. If for some i :S dim M, H1+(M) = 0, define ai(M)

to be -00. We also adopt the convention that ai(M) = 00 for i > dim M.

In the special case when (R, m) is a C-M local ring, I an m-primary ideal, and

m = {In} an admissible I-filtration, we denote ai(gr2{(R)) byai(m).

An element 9 E SI is said to be superficial for M if (0 :M g)n = 0 for

n sufficiently large. Naturally, we will want to know the relationships between

ai(M) and ai(M/gM). This was given by Trung:

LEMMA 5.3. ([T, Lemma 2.3J). Let S = SO[SI] be a Noetherian graded ring

with So Artinian and let M = EEl Mn be a finitely generated graded S-module.
nEZ

Suppose 9 E SI is superficial for M. Then



For, if m E (0 :M g)t, then gm = O. Furthermore, gSnm = 0 for all n ~ O. But

Snm ~ Mn+t and (0 :M g)n = 0 for n sufficiently large. Therefore, Snm = 0 for

n sufficiently large and so m E H~+((O :M g)). Hence, (0 :M g) = H~+((O :M g))

and H1+((0 :M g)) = 0 for i ~1. From the exact sequence

we see that H1+(M) rv H1+(M/(0 :M g)) for i ~1. Now consider the exact

In the next proposition, we observe that if M is the associated graded ring

of an ideal in a C-M ring, then there is an additional inequality among the ai's

which must be satisfied.

PROPOSITION 5.4. Let (R, m) be ad-dimensional C-M local ring with in-

finite residue field. Let I be an m-primary ideal and 21. = {In} an admissible

I-filtration. Then

Proof: If dim R = 0 then al (21.) = 00, so assume that dim R ~ 1. Choose

x E I \ I2 such that x is superficial for 21. (Lemma 3.3). Let G = gr[(R),

M = gr~(R) and x* denote the image of x in I/I2 ~ G. Then



On the other hand, if N = gr~,R) where "-,, means modulo x, then

where Kn = (In+l + In n (x))/(In+l + xIn-d. Of course ao(K) ~ ao(M/x* M)

and by Lemma 5.3,

Claim 1: ao(K) = min{n E ll(Im : x) = Im-1 for m ~ n}.

Notice that

Kn = (In+l + In n (x))/(In+l + xIn-d

~ (In+l + x(In : X))/(In+l + xIn-d

rv x(In : x)/(xIn-1 + In+1 n x(In : x))

c::.! x(In : x)/(xIn-1 + X(In+l : x))

rv (In : X)/(In-l + (In+l : x)).

Clearly then, ao(K) ~ min{n E ll(Im : x) = Im-1 for m ~ n}. If Km = 0 for

m ~ n, then

But (Im+l : x) = 1m + (Im+2 : x) so (Im : x) = Im-1 + (Im+2 : x) for m ~ n.

Continuing in this way, we obtain



Now x is superficial for 2t and hence (Im+k : x) = 1m+k-l for k ~ O. Therefore

(Im : x) = 1m-1 for m ~ n. This proves claim 1.

Since x* is superficial for M, (0 :M x*) ~ H~+ (M). Therefore,

(0 :M x*)n = 0 for n ~ ao(M). Let t = ao(M) and m E H~+(M)t-l with m =1= O.

Then x*m E H~+(M)t = 0 so m E (0 :M X*)t-l' Hence ao(2t) = min{n E

l(O:M x*)m = 0 for m ~ n}. But (O:M x*)m = ((Im+2 : x) n 1m)/1m+1. This

COROLLARY 5.5. Let (R, m), I, 2t be as in Proposition 5.4. If ,(2t) = t

then at(2t) :s; at+l (2t) - 1.

Proof: The case t = 0 is simply the statement of Proposition 5.4. Suppose

t > O. Then we may choose x E 1\12 such that x* is superficial for G = gr I( R)

and regular on M = gr~(R) (Proposition A.2.5). Then M/x* M rv gr~R)

where R = R/(x), I = 1/(x), and 2t = {(In, x)/(x)}. Clearly 2t is an admissible

I-filtration in the C-M ring Rand ,(2t) = t - 1. By induction,

By Lemma 5.3, at-l(2t) = at(2t) + 1 and at(2t):s; max{at(2t),at+l(2t) + I}. But

if at(2t) :s; at(2t) then at(2t) ~ at-l (2t) + 1, a contradiction. Hence at(2t) :s;
at+l (2t) + 1 and so



The fact that this property does not hold for all graded rings of the form

5 = 50 [51] is demonstrated by the following example:

To see this, note y E 51 is superficial for 5. In fact, (0 : y) = (x) and so

(0 : Y)n = 0 for n ~ 2. Thus ao(5) = 2. Now, by Lemma 5.3 a1(5) + 1 ::;

ao(5jy5). But 5jy5 rv K[x]j(x2) and hence ao(5jy5) = 2. Therefore,

a1 (5) ::;1. 0

COROLLARY 5.7. Let (R, m), I, mbe as in Proposition 5.4. Suppose ,(m) ~
d - 1 where d = dim R. Then

(1) n(m) = ad(m) - 1

(2) r(m) = ad(m) + d - 1

(3) ed-i(m) = 0 if and only if ad(m) ::; -i for 0 ::; i ::;d - 1.

Proof: Parts (2) and (3) follow from statement (1) and results from Chapter

III. To prove (1), first let M = grf.J.(R). Since ,(m) ~ d - 1,

n(m) = min{kIPf.J.(n) - Hf.J.(n) = 0 for n > k}

= min{kl~l(Pf.J.(n) - Hf.J.(n)) = 0 for n > k}



QUESTIONS

In each of the following, let (R, m) be ad-dimensional C-M local ring with

infinite residue field, I an m-primary ideal, 2l = {In} an admissible I-filtration,

and M = gr~(R).

Question 5.1. From Theorem 5.2 it is clear that

Does a more precise estimate exist in this general setting?

Question 5.2. How are the constants ai(M) related to the constants k(2l, J, i)

introduced in Chapter IV?

Question 5.3. Given the existence of the inequality ao(M) ::; al (M) - 1,

what other relationships between the ai's must hold as a consequence of R being

C-M?

Question 5.40 We know from Chapters II and III that if ai(M) = -00, for

i ::;d - 2 then r(2l) is independent of the minimal reduction chosen. What are

necessary and sufficient conditions on ao(M), ... , ad(M) for r(2l) to be indepen-

dent of the minimal reduction chosen?



CHAPTER VI

SOME RESULTS ON BASS NUMBERS

Let (R, m) be a local ring with residue field k and let M be a finitely

generated R-module. If i ~0, the ith Bass number of M, denoted ui(M), is

defined to be dimkExtk(k, M). These numbers, which were introduced by H.

Bass in his foundational paper [B], are the (Matlis) dual to the Betti numbers

of M and are useful in studying such properties of M as its injective dimension

(idRM) and depth. For example, R. Fossum, H. Foxby, P. Griffith, and 1.

Reiten [F-F-G-R] and P. Roberts [Ro3] have proved that ui(M) is non-zero if

and only if depth M :s; i :s; idRM. In general though, the Bass numbers are less

understood than their counterpart, the Betti numbers. Perhaps the reason for

this lies in the fact that for most commutative algebraists, it is easier to study

a free resolution of a module (with finitely generated free modules and maps

which are given by matrices) than an injective one (in which the modules are

not finitely generated and the maps are more mysterious).

In this chapter, we will study modules which have a Bass number of lowest

possible non-zero value; i.e. ui(M) = 1 for some i ~O. Later we will answer

a question of D. Costa, C. Huneke, and M. Miller [C-H-M] concerning when

ud(R) = 2 (where d = dim R). The methods used throughout this chapter are

essentially due to Roberts (d. [Ro], [Rol], and [Ro3]). He has developed tech-

niques using the dualizing complex which have solved difficult problems with

surprising simplicity. We will borrow these techniques to give proofs of a few

known results in addition to some new ones. Unfortunately, the scope of the ma-

chinery needed here is far too great for a self-contained treatment to be given in



this chapter. However, if one is willing to assume a small number of facts about

dualizing complexes, then not much more should be needed than a good famil-

iarity with the material in [B]. The interested reader should consult Roberts'

book [Ro] for the details which are omitted and any unexplained terminology.

If M is any R-module, then ER(M) will denote the injective hull (envelope)

of M. We let E denote ER(k) and ()V the exact functor HomR( , E). A complex

X. = ... ---* Xn ~ Xn-1 ---* ... of R-modules is said to be bounded below

(respectively, above) if X-n = 0 (Xn = 0) for all n sufficiently large. X. is said

to be bounded if it is bounded both from above and below. Hi(X.) will denote

the ith homology of X.; i.e. Hi(X.) = ker odim Oi+l. A map of complexes

<P. : X. ---* Y is called a quasi-isomorphism if <P. induces an isomorphism in

homology. We also define the complex Hom(X., Y) by

Hom(X., Y)n = IIHom(Xp, Yp+n)
pEZ

(1) Di rv EB E(R/p)
pESpec(R)
dim Rjp=i

(2) Hi(D.) is finitely generated.

We will assume two crucial facts concermng dualizing complexes. The

proofs can be found in [Ro]

6.B For any bounded complex X. with finitely generated homology, there

is a quasi-isomorphism of complexes



PROPOSITION 6.1. (See [Ro], for example). Let (R, m) be a complete local

ring. Tben tbere exists a dualizing complex D. for R.

Proof: By the structure theorem for complete local rings, there exists a

regular local ring (S, n) and an ideal J c S such that R f'.J S / J. Let I' be a

minimal injective resolution for S. Then as S is Gorenstein,

IZ = EB Es(S/Q)
QESpec(S)

dim S/Q=d-i

where d = dim S. Let D. be the complex I' shifted d places to the left. Then

D. is a dualizing complex for S. Consider the complex Homs(R, D.). Since

{
ER(S/Q),

Homs(S/ J, Es(S/Q)) =
0,

if J c Q

if J ct Q

pEspec(R)
dim R/p=i

Also, Hi(Homs(R, D.)) = Ext~-i(R, S) which is a finitely generated R-module.

Hence, Homs(R, D.) is a dualizing complex for R. D

In fact, if a dualizing complex does exist, it is unique up to isomorphism.

However, will not need to make use of this fact in our proofs.

Before proceeding, we need one more important property regarding the

dualizing complex called the Local Duality Theorem. This result is originally

due to A. Grothendieck and a proof can be found in [Ha, Theorem V.6.2]. Recall

that if M is an R-module, then rm(M) = U (0 :M mn), the largest submodule
n~O



LOCAL DUALITY THEOREM. Let (R, m) be a complete local ring with

residue field k. Let M be a finitely generated R-module and I' a minimal

injective resolution for M. Then there is a quasi-isomorphism

Since the only indecomposable injective R-module with support {m} is

E = ER(k), we must have rm(Ii) = EUi(M). If we apply HomR( ,E) = ( )V to

the Local Duality Theorem, we get a quasi- isomorphism

But since R is complete, HomR(E, E) rv R and so F. = rm(I')V is a complex of

free R-modules such that rank Fi = ui(M). A complex G. of free R-modules is

called minimal if Gi+1 0 k ---+ Gi 0 k is the zero map for all i.

PROPOSITION 6.2. Let (R, m), M, T, and F. be as above. Then F. 1S

minimal.

Proof: We need to show Fi+l 0R k ---+ Fi 0R k is the zero map for all i. By

MatEs duality, it is enough to show HomR(Fi 0 k, E) ---+ HomR(Fi+1 0 k, E) is

zero. By the adjointness theorem, it is enough to show



Thus, F. = rm(I')V is a minimal complex of free R-modules such that

rank Fi = Ui( M) and there exists a quasi-isomorphism

This quasi-isomorphism is vital to most of the results in this chapter. The basic

method is to show something about the complex F. and then deduce results

about the depth M using the fact that rank Fi = ui(M). Recall from [B] two

important results which we will use implicitly throughout this chapter:

depth M = inf{iJui(M) =I O}

idRM = sup{ilui(M) =I O}.

These two numbers are related in the following well-known formula (d.

[Ro, Proposition 1.4.9]):

idRM = depth N + sup{iIExtk(N, M) =I O}

where M and N are non-zero finitely generated R-modules such that idRM < 00.

Hence depth N ~ idRM for all non-zero finitely generated R-modules Nand

M. We will make use of this fact in the following fundamental proposition:

PROPOSITION 6.3. ([Ro3, Theorem 2]). Let (R, m) be a complete local

ring and M a finitely generated R-module. Consider the quasi-isomorphism

given by (#) above:



Then by (6.A), Hom(F?, D.) EB Hom(F.2, D.) is quasi-isomorphic to

Hom(Hom(M, D.), D.), which is quasi-isomorphic to M (considered as a complex

concentrated in degree 0) by (6.B). Write M = M1 EB M2, where Hom(F.1, D.)

is quasi-isomorphic to M1 and Hom(F.2,D.) is quasi-isomorphic to M2• Again

by (6.B), F? is quasi-isomorphic to Hom(M1, D.) and F,2 is quasi-isomorphic

to Hom(M2, D.). (Note that although F.1 is not bounded, we can still use

(6.B) since F? is quasi-isomorphic to a bounded complex.) As F? and F? are

minimal free complexes and since the free resolution given in (#) is unique ([Ro,

Theorem 2.4]), we must have uj(Md = 0 for j :s; i-I and uj(M2) = 0 for j ~ i.

If M2 f. 0, then idRM2 :s; i-I < depth M1, a contradiction. Thus, M2 = 0 and

depth M ~ i. Since ui(M) = rk Fi f. 0, we must have depth M = i. 0

W. Vasconcelos [Vc] raised the question as to whether all local rings (R, m)

with ud(R) = 1 (d = dim R) are C-M. Foxby [F] asked more generally whether

all finitely generated R-modules M with un(M) = 1 (n = dim M) are C-M.

Roberts answered Vasconcelos' question affirmatively in [Rol] and, by making

slight modifications, the proof also gives a solution to Foxby's conjecture as well.

Before giving his proof (Theorem 6.6), we need a couple of lemmas.

LEMMA 6.4. Suppose (R, m) is a local ring and M and N are non-zero

nnitely generated R-modules with N ~ EB Hom(M, E(RjPA))' Then Ass(N) ~
AEA

U {PA}'
AEA

Proof: We first do the case when N ~ Hom(M, E(Rjp)). Clearly if q E

Ass(N) then q ~ p. Therefore, by localizing at P we may assume that P = m.



That is, it is enough to show that if N ~ MV where N, M are non-zero finitely

generated R-modules, then Ass(N) = {m}. But MV has d.c.c., which implies

N has finite length. Hence Ass(N) = {m}.

Now suppose N ~ EB Hom(M, E(R/p>..)). As N is finitely generated, there
AEJ\.

n
exists {PI,'" ,Pn} ~ U {p,d such that N ~ EB Hom(M, ER(R/Pi)). Let q E

AEJ\. i=l
Ass(N). Then q = annR(x) for some x E N. Write x = (Xl,"" xn), where

Xi E Hom(M, E(R/pi))' For r E R, rx = 0 if and only if rXi = 0 for i = 1, ... , n.

Hence

By the n = 1 case above, we know that JannR(xi) = Pi for i = 1, ... , n. Thus

LEMMA 6.5. Let (R, m) be a local ring and M a finitely generated R-

module. Then Hom(M,E(R/p)) = 0 ifdim R/p> dim M.

Proof: Suppose f : M ---+ E(R/p) is a non-zero homomorphism. Let K =

ker f. Then M/K <......+ E(R/p) is also non-zero and dim M/K ~ dim M. Hence

we may assume that f is injective. Let q E Ass(M) such that dim R/q = dim M.

Then

THEOREM 6.6. ({Rol]). Let (R, m) be a local ring and M a finitely gen-

erated R-module of dimension n. Suppose un(M) = 1. Then M is C-M.

Proof: Without loss of generality we may assume that R is complete and

thus possesses a dualizing complex D. (Proposition 6.1). If dim M = 0 we are



f3
Fn-1) Fn+1 Fn

1 1¢n 1
0 J Hom(M,Dn) ) Hom(M, Dn-d

'"Y

By Lemma 6.5, Hom(M, Di) = 0 for i > n. The assumption un(M) = 1 means

that Fn = R. By Proposition 6.3, it is enough to show that (3 = O. Suppose

that this is not the case. Let b = ker (3, c = ker rPn and 'l/J= ,0 rPn.

Claim 1: ker 'l/J = b + c.

Clearly b + c ~ ker 'l/J. Let x E ker 'l/J. Then rPn(x) E ker ,. But since rPn

induces an isomorphism in homology, there exists y E b such that rPn(Y) = rPn(x).

Then x = Y + (x - y) E b + c.

Since R is local and b =1= R (as (3 =1= 0), we need only show that c =1= R. To

see this, let q be a prime containing annRM such that dim R/q = n. Then

{
Hom(Mq, E(R/q)),

Hom(M, Di)q =
0,

Since Mq =1= 0, Hom(Mq, E(R/q)) =1= 0 and so Hom(M, D')q is a complex con-

sisting of a single non-zero module concentrated in degree n. As (rP.)q : (F.)q ---+

Hom(M, D.)q is still a quasi-isomorphism, we see that (rPn)q =1= 0 and so c =

ker rPn C q. This proves Claim 2.

By Claim 1, we have that R/(b+c) ~ Hom(M, Dn-d and of course we also

have that R/c ~ Hom(M, Dn). Applying Lemma 6.4, every associated prime

of R/(b + c) (respectively, of R/c) has dimension n -1 (dimension n). Let p be

a minimal prime over b + c. Consider the following short exact sequence:



where C = coker (3. Since Hom(M, Di)p

Hi(F.)p = 0 for i ::;n - 2. Hence

is exact. Thus, Cp is a free Rp-module. Now localize (*) at p. Then the sequence

splits and so (R/b)p is a free Rp-module. As b ~ p, we must have that bp = O.

Note that p is not minimal over c as dim R/ p = n - 1. Let q be a prime such

that p =:J q 2 c. Since R/c <.......t Hom(M, Dn), q 2 annRM. In the proof of Claim

2, we showed that (<Pn)q =I- O. But bp = 0 implies that bq = 0 and therefore

Hn(F')q = 0, a contradiction. Therefore, (3must be zero and so by Proposition

6.3, depth M = n = dim M. 0

We now wish to consider the case when ui(M) = 1 where i ::;dim R.

Theorem 6.6 answers this question when i = n = dim M. Foxby [F] solved this

problem in the case i < dim R. His proof relies on the New Intersection Theorem

which was proved by Roberts in [Ro2]. A strong version of this theorem is as

follows:

THE NEW INTERSECTION THEOREM. Let (R, m) be a local ring of dimen-

sion d and let

be a complex of finitely generated free R-modules which is not exact. Suppose

dim Hi(F.) ::; i for all i. Then Fd =I- O. 0

THEOREM 6.7. (Foxby). Let (R,m) be a local ring of dimension d and

M a finitely generated R-module. Suppose ui(M) = 1 for some i < d. Then

depth M = i.



{3o ---t Fi ----t Fi-1 ---t • • • ---t Fo ---t O.

Since Hom(M,Dj)p = 0 for all primes p such that dim Rip> j, we see

that Kp is free (of constant rank) for all primes p such that dim Rip ~ i.

Denote this rank by t. Since Fi = R, t = 0 and t = 1 are the only possibilities.

Suppose t = O. Then Kp = 0 for all primes p such that dim Rip ~ i. Thus,

dim K < i. Of course we always have dim Hj(F.) ::; j for all j since F. is

quasi-isomorphic to Hom(M, DJ Applying the New Intersection Theorem to

G. gives that i ~dim R, a contradiction. Hence, t -=I 0 so Kp = Rp for all p

such that dim Rip ~ i. That is, f3p= 0 for all p such that dim Rip ~ i. Now

consider the complex T.:



Now, as dim Hi-I(F.) ~ i-I, (F.)p is exact in degree i-I for all primes p such

that dim R/p ~ i. Hence Lp = im {3pfor all primes p such that dim R/p ~ i.

Since {3p= 0 for these primes, we must have dim L ~ i - 1. Applying the New

Intersection Theorem to T. gives that i-I ~ dim R, a contradiction unless T.

is exact. But as T. is a minimal complex, this means T. = O. D

One would hope that this theorem holds in the case i = dim R as well. But

the following proposition shows that this is not the case.

PROPOSITION 6.8. Let (R, m) be a regular local ring of dimension d and I

an ideal of R. Tben ud(R/ I) = 1.

Proof: Let k = R/m and m = (Xl,"" Xd). Consider the Koszul complex

K. (;£; R), which is a free resolution of k:

where Fi = R(~). Applying HomR(-,R/I) to this sequence we obtain:

Ext~(k, R/ I) = HomR(Fd, R/ I)/im tP'd,

But Fd = R so HomR(Fd, R/ I) :: R/ I. Hence ud(R/ I) = dimkExt~(k, R/ I) ~

1. Suppose Ext~(k, R/ I) = O. Then as pdRk = d, Extk(k, R/ I) = 0 for i ~d.

Thus, ui(R/ I) = 0 for i ~d and so idRR/ I ~ d -1, a contradiction. Therefore,

dimkExt~(k, R/ I) = 1. D



However, note that even though we don't necessarily have that depth R/ I =

d, we do have that idRR/ I < 00. One might conjecture that if ud(M) = 1, then

either depth M = d or idRM < 00. Again, this is not true in general as the

following example illustrates:

Example 6.9: Let R = k[lx, Y, zl]/(xy, xz) and M = R/zR. Then R is a

two-dimensional local ring of depth one and M is a one dimensional module

of depth one. By direct computation (take an explicit resolution for R/m and

compute Ext'it(R/m, M)), one can see that u2(M) = 1. However, M cannot be

of finite injective dimension since this would imply that idRM = depth R = 1,

contradicting u2(M) =I o. 0

One can salvage the situation, however, if the ring is unmixed. Here we

mean unmixed in the sense of Nagata [N, p.82]; i.e., dim R/p = dim R for all

p E Ass(R), where R is the completion of R.

THEOREM 6.10. Let (R, m) be an unmixed local ring of dimension d and

M a finitely generated R-module such that ud(M) = 1. Then either idRM < 00

or depth M = d.

) Fd+1 Fd
(3

Fd-1

1 1 1
0 ) Hom(M,Dd) ) Hom(M, Dd-d

By assumption, we have that Fd = R. If (3 0, then by Proposition 6.4

depth M = d and so we are done. Thus, assume that (3 =I O. Then there exists

a prime p with dim R/p = d such that (3p =I O. For if (3p = 0 for all such

primes p, then (im (3)p = 0 for all associated primes p of R by the unmixedness

assumption. Since im (3 ~ Fd-1, this would imply that (3 = 0, contradicting our

hypothesis. We now wish to show the following claim (given (3 =I 0):



Claim: a = O.

Let C be the image of (3. Then Cp is a free Rp-module (of constant rank)

for all primes p E Ass(R). Since Fd = R, rank Cp = 0 or 1 for all p E Ass(R). If

Cp = 0 for all such primes, then (3p = 0 for all p E Ass(R), contradicting (3 =I- 0

as discussed above. Thus, Cp = Rp for all p E Ass(R) and hence (3p is injective

for all p E Ass(R). Therefore, ker (3 = 0 and so a = O. (In fact, this shows that

dim M < d in this case).

Consider the complex

This complex is exact as a = 0 and it is quasi-isomorphic to the zero complex.

Since the complex is minimal, we must have that Fi = 0 for i ~ d + 1; i.e.

ui(M) = 0 for i ~d + 1. Therefore, idRM < 00. D

We remark that Foxby has proved this theorem in the case dim M = d (d.

[F, Corollary 3.4(c)]).

Observe that the proof gives a criterion for deciding which of the two con-

clusions applies: if dim M = d, then depth M = dj if dim M < d then

idRM < 00. We should also mention that as a consequence of Roberts' New

Intersection Theorem, we have the following: if (R, m) is a local ring and there

exists a finitely generated R-module M with idRM < 00, then R is C-M. This

was known as Bass' conjecture (see [B]). A restatement of Theorem 6.10 is that

if (R, m) is an unmixed local ring which is not C-M and M is a finitely gener-

ated R-module such that ud(M) = 1 (d = dim R), then M is a C-M module of

maximal dimension.

We conclude this chapter with a result on when ud(R) = 2 implies that R

is C-M. Costa, Huneke and Miller [C-H-M] give examples to show this is not

always the case, but show it does hold when the completion of R is a domain.

We generalize this result to include all unmixed local rings and thereby answer

a question at the end of their paper.



THEOREM 6.11. Let (R,m) be an unmixed local ring of dimension d and

suppose that ud(R) = 2. Then R is C-M.

Cl' (3
) Fd+1 ) Fd l Fd-1

1 1 1
0 ) Dd ) Dd-l

where the bottom row is D. = Hom(R, D.). By Proposition 6.3, it is enough

to show f3 = O. Let C = im f3 ~ Fd-l. Then for all p E Ass(R) (i.e., all

p E Spec(R) such that dim Rip = d), Cp is a free Rp-module of constant rank

t. Since rank Fd = Ud( R) = 2, we must have that t ~ 2.

Then f3p is injective for all p E Ass(R) and so Hd(F.)p = 0 for all p E Ass(R).

But Hd(D.)p rv ER(Rlp) for any p E Ass(R), contradicting (F,)p and (D.)p

Since >..(Kp) = >"(Rp), Ap must be zero for all p E Ass(R). As A ~ Fd, this

implies that A = im a = O. Using the same argument as in Theorem 6.10, we

obtain that the complex



is exact. Since this complex is minimal, we get rank Fi = ui(R) = 0 for i ~d+1.

Hence idRR < 00 and so R is Gorenstein. But by Theorem 4.1 in [B], this implies

that ud(R) = 1, a contradiction.

Thus, t = 0 is the only possibility. That is, Cp

Hence C = im f3 = O. 0

QUESTIONS

Question 6.1. Let (R, m) be a local ring of dimension d and M a finitely

generated R-module. Suppose that ud(M) = 1 and idRM = 00. Is M C-M?

Question 6.2. Let (R, m) be a complete equidimensionallocal ring of di-

mension d. Let k = ud(R) and suppose that R satisfies Serre's condition Sk-l.

Is R C-M? (The answer is yes if k = 1 or 2).
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This appendix contains some useful facts, most of them rather technical,

which are used throughout the thesis (particularly Chapters II and III) but are

undoubtedly well-known to researchers in this area. However, in order to be

as complete as possible, we have included proofs of these results here for easy

reference, especially since many of them are difficult to find explicitly in the

literature.

If (R, m) is a local ring, we denote the ring R[X]mR[X], where X is an

indeterminate over R, by R(X). Our main interest in R(X) is that it has an

infinite residue field, which allows us to find superficial elements and use the

results of §A.2. The purpose of this section is to show that the properties of R

that we are interested in are preserved when passing to R(X).

LEMMA A.1.1. Let (R, m) be a local ring and let (S, n) be a faithfully flat

extension of R such that vmS = n. Let M be an R-module of finite length.

Then

Proof: Induct on AR(M). If AR(M) = 1, then M rv R/m and the formula

holds. If AR(M) > 1 then there exists an exact sequence of R-modules

By induction, As(N®RS) = AR(N)As(S/mS). Since length is additive on short

exact sequences, the formula holds. D



Recall from Chapter III that if (R, m) is a local ring and I is an m-primary

ideal, then 2l = {In}nEZ is called an admissible I-filtration if there exists kEN

such that for all n, m E I:

1) In 2 In+1.

2) 1m, In ~ Im+n.

3) In ~ In ~ In-k.

See Chapter III for the definitions of H2.(n), P2.(n), gr2.(R), and ,(2l). If

2l = {In} then 2l is obviously an admissible I-filtration and H2.(n) = H1(n),

etc. A theorem of D. Rees [R2] states that R is analytically unramified if and

only if {In} is an admissible I-filtration (see Theorem A.1.4).

The following is an elementary proposition concerning the extension from

PROPOSITION A.1.2. Let (R, m) be a local ring, I an m-primary ideal, and

2l = {In} an admissible I-filtration. Let S = R(X), n = mS, and 2lS = {InS}.

Then

(1) dim R = dim S.

(2) depthR= depth S.

(3) ISlnl = 00.

(4) H2.s(n) = H2.(n) for all n.

(5) P2.s(n) = P2.(n) for all n.

Proof: Statement (1) follows directly from [Mal, Theorem 19]. Statement

(3) is clear since Sin rv Rlm(X), which is an infinite field. Statement (4) is a

consequence of Lemma A.1.1 and (5) follows from (4). For (2), first note that

since S is a flat R-module,

Extk(Rlm, R) 0R S rv Ext~(Sln, S)



Proposition A.1.2 allows a harmless passage from R to R(X) when we

are concerned only with the Hilbert function, polynomial and coefficients of I.

Statements (1) and (2) imply that R is C-M if and only if S is C-M. The following

proposition shows that ,(2l) is also stable upon passing from R to R(X).

PROPOSITION A.L3. Let (R, m) be a local ring, I an m-primary ideal of

R, and 2l = {In} an admissible I-filtration. Let S = R(X), n = mS, and

2lS = {InS}. Tben ,(2l) = ,(2lS).

Proof: Let G = gr~(R), N = G+, F = gr~s(S), and T

Proposition 3.1, G and F are Noetherian rings. Then

,(2l) = grade N = min{iIExth(GIN,G) i- O}

,(2tS) = grade T = min{iIExt~(FIT,F) i- O}.

Thus, F is a faithfully flat G-module. Since N F = T, we have that FIT r-.J

GIN 0G F. Hence

Ext~(FIT,F) r-.J Exth(GIN,G) 0G F

for all i 2:: O. By faithful flatness, we see that Exth( GIN, G) = 0 if and only if

Ext~(FIT, F) = O. D

For some of the results in Chapter III we need to know that if R is analyt-

ically unramified then so is S = R(X). To prove this, we need a theorem of D.

Rees [R2] which gives a criterion for a ring to be analytically un ramified that

does not explicitly involve its completion. Recall that if I is an ideal of a ring

R, then I denotes the integral closure of I (see Chapter I).



(1) R is analytically unramined.

(2) There exists an m-primary ideal I and kEN such that In C In-k for

all n.

(3) For any ideal I of R there exists kEN such that In C In-k for all n.

D

LEMMA A.1.5. Let R = EB Rn be a graded ring and I a homogeneous
nEZ

ideal. Then I is also homogeneous.

Proof: Consider the Rees ring R[It] ~ R[t]. The original grading of Rand

the usual grading of R[t] (in which t has degree 1) combine to give a double

grading on R[t]. Since I is homogeneous, R[It] is also double graded. Let S be

the integral closure of R[It] in R[t]. Then by [Bo, V.1.8. Proposition 20], S

inherits these gradings from R[t]. From this, it is easy to see that

Now suppose a = ao + ... + an E I with aj E Rj. Then

As S is double graded, we must have that ajt E S for 0 :::;j :::;n and so aj E I
for 0:::; j :::;n. D

LEMMA A.1.6. Let (R,m) be a local ring, I an ideal of R, and S = R(X).

Then IS = Is.

Proof: In general, if A is a ring, J an ideal of A, and W a multiplicatively

closed set of A, then JAw = JAw. Thus, it is enough to show IT = IT where



T = R[X]. Clearly, IT C IT. Suppose a E IT. Since IT is a homogeneous ideal

in R[X], IT is homogeneous by Lemma A.1.5. Hence we may assume a = axn.

Writing an equation of integrality for a over IT, we have that

for some mEN and 'T'i E liT (1 ::; i ::;m). Collecting coefficients of xnm, we

get an equation of the form

PROPOSITION A.L7. Let (R,m) ---7 (S,n) be a homomorphism of local

rings such that mS is n-primary. Suppose there exists an m-primary ideal I of

R such that In S = In S for all n sufficiently large. Then if R is analytically

unramified, S is also.

Proof: If R is analytically unramified, then by Theorem A.1.4 there exists

kEN such that In ~ In-k for all n. For n sufficiently large we have that

As IS is n-primary, we can apply Theorem A.1.4 again to conclude S is analyt-

ically unramified. D

Applying Lemma A.1.6 and Proposition A.1.7 to the extension R ---7 R(X)

gives the following corollary:

COROLLARY A.L8. Let (R, m) be an analytically unramified local ring.

Then R( X) is analytically unramified. D

COROLLARY A.L9. Let (R,m) be an analytically unramified local ring, I

an m-primary ideal and S = R(X). Then



(2) PIs(n) = P1(n) for all n.

(3) "i(IS) = "i(I).

Proof: Let 2l = {In}. Then by Theorem A.1.4, 2l is an admissible I-

filtration. Using Lemma A.1.6, we also have that 2lS = {Ins} = {Ins}. The

corollary now follows from Lemma A.1.2. 0

In this section we summarize the basic properties and existence theorems

of superficial elements in a local ring (R, m). Many of these results can be

found in [Z-S]; however, others are still scattered throughout the literature and

some cannot be found at all. Therefore, we provide a complete treatment on

superficial elements here.

To be as general as possible, we do not confine our attention to ideals,

but rather filtrations of ideals. Throughout this section, (R, m) will denote a

local ring of dimension d, I an m-primary ideal, and 2l = {In} an admissible

I-filtration. Recall from Chapter I that an element x E II \ 12 is said to be

superficial for 2l if there exists c E N+ such that (In+l : x) n Ie = In for n

sufficiently large. If x* denotes the degree one image of x in F = gr~(R), then

x being superficial is equivalent to saying (0 :F x*)n = 0 for n sufficiently large.

A sequence of elements Xl, ... , Xk E II is called a superficial sequence for 2l if

for 1 ~ i ~k the image of Xi in R/(Xl,"" xi-d is superficial for the filtration

{(In,Xl, ... ,Xi-d/(Xl, ,Xi-l)}. If2l = {In} and Xl, ... ,Xk is a superficial

sequence for 2l, then Xl, , Xk is called a superficial sequence for I.

(1) X is not a zero-divisor on R.

(2) (In: x) = In-l for n sufficiently large.

(3) Pij{n) = P~(n) - P~(n - 1) for all n, where 2l denotes the (I, x)/(x)-

filtration {(In, x)/(x)}.



Proof: By definition, there exists c E N+ such that (In : x) n Ie = In-1 for

n sufficiently large. Hence, for large n

H~n) = >.(R/(In,x))

= >.((In : x)/ In)

= >'(((In : x) n Ie)/In) + >.((In : x)/((In : x) n Ie))

= >'(In-dIn) + >.(((In : x) + Ie)/Ie)

:s; Hg.(n) - Hg.(n -1) + >.(R/Ie).

H~n) = >.((In : x)/In)

~ >'(In-dIn)

= Hg.(n) - Hg.(n - 1).

Thus, deg Poc :s; deg Pg. -1. By Proposition 3.1, deg Pg. = dim Rand deg Poc =

dim R/(x). Hence dim R/(x) = dim R -1. Since R is C-M this implies that x

To prove part (2), it is enough to show that (In : x) C Ie for n sufficiently

large. Since Qlis admissible, there exists k E N+ such that In C In-k for all n.

By the Artin-Rees lemma and the fact that x is a non zero-divisor in R, there

exists £ E N+ such that (In : x) C In-i for all n. Therefore,

(I ) (In-k ) In-i-k In : xc: x C C n-i-k·

Thus, we may assume that c = O. Substituting R for Ie in (*) yields the

third statement. D

The following proposition shows that the coefficients ei(Ql) behave nicely

with respect to superficial elements.



PROPOSITION A.2.2. Suppose R is C-M of dimension d > 0 and {:!J =

{Xl, ... , X k} is a superficial sequence for QL Let 2t denote the admissible (I, f.)I (f.)-

filtration {(In, f.)/(f.)}. Then ei(2t) = ei(2t) for 0 ~ i ~d - k and ei(2t) = 0 for

i > d - k.

(
n+d-1) (n+d-2) dP2l(n)=eo d -el d-1 +.·.+(-1) ed,

~ i [(n+d-i-1) (n+d-i-2)]P~(n) = L..".(-1) ei . - . .
i=O d - z d - z

(n + d - 2) (n + d - 3) d-lP~n)=eo -el +···+(-1) ed-l.Dd-1 d-2

We now wish to show that if the residue field Rim is infinite, then superficial

elements for 2t exist. In doing so, we will actually prove something stronger:

given any minimal reduction J of I, we can choose the generators of J to be a

superficial sequence for both I and 2t. (For the existence and basic properties of

reductions, the reader is referred to [N-R].) We first need the following lemma

from linear algebra.



Proof: If a = 0 then choose 13E u \ WI U ... UWk, which is possible since

over an infinite field a finite dimensional vector space cannot be the union of

a finite number of proper subspaces. Thus, assume a # O. Without loss of

generality we may assume V = (a, u) and each Wi is a proper subspace of V.

Let al, ... , an be a basis for V with al = a and a2, ... , an forming a basis for

u. For the moment, let W be any proper subspace of V. Let 131, ... , 13t be a basis

for wand write 13i = L.j=1 13ija j for i = 1, ... , t. Then consider the matrix

13tl

1

where X2, ... , Xn are indeterminates over k. Now since W is a proper sub-

space of V there exists a2, ... , an E k such that a + a2a2 + ... + anan tt. w.

Hence rank Aw(a2, ... , an) = t + 1 and so a foriori rank Aw(X2"", Xn) =
t + 1. Thus, some (t + 1) x (t + I)-sized minor of Aw(X2, ••• ,Xn) doesn't

vanish. Let fw(X2, ... , Xn) be this minor. Then for any (a2, ... , an) E kn-1, if

fw(a2"'" an) # 0 then a+a2a2+" '+anan tt. w. For if a+a2a2+" '+anan E W

then rank Aw(a2,"" an) = t and so every (t + 1) x (t + I)-sized minor of

Now let !I(X), ... , fk(X) be non-zero (t + 1) x (t + I)-sized minors associ-

ated to the matrices AWl (X2, ... , Xn), ... , AWk (X2, ... , Xn), respectively. Then

f(X) = I1:=1 Ji(X) is also a non-zero polynomial in k[X2, , Xn]. Since k

is infinite, there exists (a2, ... , an) E kn-1 such that f( a2, , an) # O. Thus

a + a2a2 + ... + anan tt. WI U ... U Wk. 0



PROPOSITION A.2.4. Suppose Rim is an infinite field and J is a minimal

reduction of I. Then there exists Y1, ... , Yd E R (d = dim R > 0) such that

J = (Y1,' .. , Yd) and Y1,· .. , Yd forms a superficial sequence for I and Qt.

Proof: As Rim is infinite, J = (X1, ... ,Xd) where X1, ... ,Xd is part ofa

minimal generating set of I. By Lemma 3.3, Xi E 11 \ 12 for 1 ::; i ::;d. By

induction, we need only show that we can replace Xl by Y1 = Xl +r2x2+" ·+rdXd

such that Y1 is superficial for I and Qt. Let G = grlX(R) and T = grlX(R)+.

Let xi denote the degree one image of Xi in G. Since J is a reduction of I,

J In = In+1 for n sufficiently large by Lemma 3.3. Hence (xi, ... , xd )Tn = Tn+1

for n sufficiently large. Thus, T and (xi, ... , xd) have the same radical. Let

P1, ... , Pe be the associated primes of G which don't contain T and PH1, ... , Pt

the associated primes of G which do contain T. Note that f > O. For if f = 0 then

T is nilpotent and so dim R = dim G = 0, a contradiction. For simplicity, let J*

denote the ideal (xi, ... , xd) in G. Then J* et Pi for 1 ::; i ::;f and J* C Pi for

f+ 1 ::; i ::;t. Since J* is generated by forms of degree one, J* nG1 et Pi nG1 for

1 ::; i ::;f. Since Rim is infinite, there exists by the preceding lemma a non-zero

polynomial !(T2, ... , Td) E k[T2, ... , Td] such that for any (r2,"" rd) E Rd-l,

!(r2, ... , rd) =j:. 0 implies that xi + r2x~ + ... + rdxd ri P1 U ... U Pi, where

ri E Rim and ri E RI I1. We will now show that if (r2,"" rd) E Rd-1 satisfies

!(r2, ... , rd) =j:. 0, then Y1 = Xl +r2x2+" ·+rdxd is superficial for Qt. Since Y1 is a

minimal generator for J, we obtain again by Lemma 3.3 that Y1 E 11\12, Let yi
denote the degree one image of Y2 in G. Then it is enough to show (0 :a ynn = 0

for n sufficiently large. Let 0 = q1 n ... n qt be a primary decomposition for G

such that ..Jiii = Pi for 1 ::; i ::;t. As T ~ PH1 n ... n Pt, there exists N1 E N+

such that TNt ~ qH1 n ... n qt. Also, by the proof of Lemma 3.3, there exists

N E N such that Gn C TNt for n ~ N. Suppose a E (0 : ynn for n ~ N.

Then a E qH1 n n qt since a E TNt. Furthermore, since yia E q1 n ... n qi

and yi ri P1 U U Pe, a E q1 n ... n qi· Hence a E q1 n ... n qt = O. Thus,

(0 : yi)n = 0 for n ~ N.



Now since {In} is also an admissible I-filtration, the same argument shows

that we can find a non-zero polynomial g(T2, ... , Td) E k[T2, ... , Td] such that

if g('F2, ... , 'Fd) =1= 0 then Xl + r2x2 + ... + rdxd is superficial for I. Since Rim is

infinite, there exists (r2, , rd) E Rd-l such that f(r2, ... , rd)g(r2, ... , rd) =1= 0

and so YI = Xl + r2x2 + + rdxd is superficial for both I and Qt. 0

By making slight modifications in the proof of Proposition A.2.4, we can

extend this result so that the superficial sequence contains a maximal grf)J.(R)-

PROPOSITION A.2.5. Suppose Rim is infinite, J is a minimal reduction of

I, an ,(Qt) = t. Tben tbere exists YI, ... , Yd E R sucb tbat J = (YI, ... , Yd),

{YI, ... , Yd} is a superficial sequence for Qt and I, and yt, ... , Y; is a grf)J.(R)-

sequence. 0
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